
Using GLM Sub Flash Properties to Assess Convective State

Bruning and MacGorman 2013

Lightning is a broadband emitter that is detectable across multiple
frequencies. One of the challenges in using lightning “flashes” are that
there are different definitions for a flash, which are entirely dependent
upon the instrument making the measurement.

However, GLM provides two metrics which provide insight into the
kinematic state of the parent cloud producing the lightning. These are
flash area and flash energy.

Bruning and MacGorman (2013; right) provides theoretical basis for
the use of flash area and flash energy in assessing convective state. In
areas where there are weaker updrafts, larger flashes with more
energy are generally found. Where there are strong, turbulent
updrafts (e.g., supercell), smaller, less energetic flashes are observed.

The purpose of this poster is to demonstrate how this flash area and
energy relationship spans multiple convective regimes and can help
the forecaster assess the kinematic state of the cloud to aid in
operational decision making.
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Figure 3. A comparison of GLM flash

width (km) vs. flash energy (fJ) during the

3 June 2018 Fuego eruption, where the

blue symbols indicate volcanic lightning

and the yellow symbols indicate a

thunderstorm located to the Northwest of

the volcano.
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Figure 2. GLM (blue) and

ENTLN (red) through time within

a 30 km radius of the Fuego vent.

The first vertical, green line

represents the start of the

explosive eruption, the second

line shows the interpreted

initiation of column collapse,

and/or the onset of the large PDC.

Figure 1. (a) GOES channel 1 (0.47

micron) reflectance with GLM lightning

data overlaid (blue < 30 km from vent,

orange > 30 km from vent). Lower

reflectance in the area of the blue dots is

associated with the ash plume while

higher reflectance in other areas with

orange dots is associated with ‘ash-free’

convective clouds. (b) GLM (circles) and

ENTLN (diamonds) data by time

displayed over Esri world imagery during

the 3 June 2018 Volcán de Fuego eruption.

The dashed red line is an approximation of

the ash plume using MODIS true color

imagery at ~19:00 UTC. A Copernicus

EMS map and vector data was used to

obtain PDC extent, ash fall and populated

areas.

Andrews et al. 2020, Scientific Reports, accepted, pending revision 

https://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/WAF-D-15-0175.1

Schultz et al. 2017:

Pre updraft intensification

Post updraft intensification

Relationship between GLM flash energy and flash area. Blue are GLM flashes with Merged 
Snowfall Rate values between 0 and 700, and orange represents TSSN flashes observed by GLM 
with a NESDIS Merged Snowfall Rate count of 700 or greater.  

Polar plot of frequency of snowfall rates greater
than 4.44 cm h-1 (1.75 in h-1) for all TSSN flashes
observed by GLM. The flash location is at the origin
of the polar plot. The heaviest snowfall rates are
located 10s of km downstream from the flash
origination point. This supports previous research
that the lightning is located outside of the greatest
surface snowfall rates. Main reason for the
displacement is that lightning is generated at 3-6
km, which means it takes at least an hour for that
snowfall to make it to the surface.

Differentiation of GLM flashes with regards to flash: a) area, b)
energy, and c) duration based on NLDN matchup characteristics.
There is a total of 1,081 GLM flashes did not correspond with any
NLDN data while the remaining 1,095 GLM flashes corresponded
with NLDN data. The 1,095 GLM flashes subcategorized as IC-only
(N=356), Tower (N=152) and Non-tower (N=587) initiated.

Updraft, flash size and flash rate relationships developed using lightning mapping
arrays can plausibly be extended to GLM. Smaller, lower energy flashes are located
near updraft regions, larger, higher energy flashes are in stratiform/anvil regions.
--Conrad et al. 2020, JGR, accepted, pending revision

Using total energy alone may not be a
viable signal for storm intensification
(above) because of a broad spectrum
of total energy per flash. However,
when one normalizes the
accumulated energy by the GLM flash
rate, a more distinct relationship can
be gleaned and directly related to
other observed metrics fro intensity
(e.g, right, MESH shown here).

Schultz et al. 2020, JGR, in prep. 

An extreme bolt from the blue event on 20 August 2019 near St. Louis. Large
lightning flashes propagated from a convective region of a decaying MCS
rearward into an upper level stratiform region. Several +CG flashes were
observed 10s of km outside of surface precipitation. The GLM flash area and
energy information provided information on the propagation path and location
of the largest observed total optical energy. Slight offsets were observed
between GLM and the NLDN, which is due to parallax.
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NWS Complementary Use of the Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) and Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS)

NWS Lightning Products

We present the ISS LIS space-based lightning observations as complementary to GLM and ground-based networks to provide a 

more complete characterization of lightning activity in near real-time.  As ISS LIS detects total lightning (near globally) with high DE, 

it can therefore fill gaps in the depiction of lightning activity of interest to NWS forecasters over land and ocean areas.  At present 

NWS is developing the capability to integrate the relatively new space-based lightning observations into their AWIPS-2 workstations 

for operational decision-support.

Acknowledgments: This study was in part sponsored by NASA Grants 80NSSC18K1655, 80NSSC18K1689, and the NASA 

Postdoctoral Program (NPP). References available upon request.

The Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) on the International Space Station (ISS) continuously observes the amount, rate, and radiant energy of lightning within its 
field-of-view (https://lightning.nsstc.nasa.gov/isslisib/isslisnrt.html) as it orbits the Earth.  The coverage extends to 55 degrees latitude with a latency  < 1 min, 
and thus provides complementary observations towards the edge and outside the field of view of NOAA’s GOES-16/17 Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM). 
Such capabilities envision the future of NESDIS best science “Enterprise Algorithms”, where multiple sensors, multiple platforms (space, ground) are inputs to a 
well characterized and validated lightning measurement. GLM products are updated at:  https://vlab.ncep.noaa.gov/web/geostationary-lightning-mapper).

ISS-LIS and GLM provide total lightning observations that will complement lightning data already available to NWS forecasters in AWIPS. One of the unique 
contributions provided for the first time from LIS is the capability to transmit and disseminate total lightning data in near real-time, especially for operational 
applications in data sparse regions such as over ocean regions to contribute to storm warnings, nowcasts, oceanic aviation and international Significant 
Meteorological advisories (SIGMETs).   

Summary and Conclusions

GLM

AWIPS operational lightning product menu (NLDN-Vaisala National Lightning Detection Network), GLD360 –
Global Lightning Data from Vaisala, and ENI- Earth Networks Total Lightning. Pseudo-GLM is a GLD360 
gridded product resampled to the 8 km x 8 km resolution of the GLM (in preparation for GLM data).

GLM FED

GLM AFA
GLM TOE

ISS LIS

GLD360

ENGLN ISS-LISGLD360

GLM flash density (top) and Detection Efficiency (DE) comparison with three reference 
data sets (bottom) from ENGLN, GLD360, and ISS-LIS for the period 2018-01-11 to 
2018-10-14. Black dots outline the nominal GLM field of view. We find reduced GLM DE 
in the northwest US at large telescope boresight angle from both GOES-16/17.  The ISS-
LIS, having a nadir view and higher spatial resolution at nadir, detects lightning not as 
well observed by GLM.

Introduction

GLM + LISGLM

Sept 6, 2019
Oceanic/Offshore Observations

S. J. Goodman1, R. J. Blakeslee2 , B. P. Pettegrew3,A. Terborg3, M. J. Folmer4 ,S. N. Stevenson5,  K. S. Virts6,  J. W. Smith7

1GOES-R/TGA, 2NASA MSFC, 3NWS (AWC, NHC)/CIRA, 4NOAA/NWS/OPC, 5NOAA/NWS/NHC, 6UAH, 7CISESS-MD  

Date Time Lat Lon Radiant Energy (fJ) Area (km2) # Events # Groups Duration (s) kA (GLD)

(A) 2019-12-02 01:03:17.7726 35.6245 -73.1371 531 1.91E+03 37 21 0.3795 -347

(B) 2019-12-02 01:06:11.7616 31.636 -76.985 73 1.98E+02 20 12 0.3461 -407

A

B

December 1-2, 2019 Nor’Easter . AWIPS-2 display of candidate GLM Level 3 gridded products. (FED, Upper left) Flash 
Extent Density. (TOE, Upper right) Total Optical Energy. (MFA, Lower left) Minimum Flash Area. (AFA, Lower right) 
Average Flash Area. A and B indicate possible Superbolts in the gridded products above. FED indicates where 
lightning activity is most concentrated (loops indicate trends), TOE indicates flash radiance (GLM analog to kA), and 
AFA- small values depict compact flashes indicating convective initiation while large values indicate extended flashes 
observed propagating through stratiform rain during upscale growth of mesoscale convective systems. The combined 
and complementary information from the satellite mappers and ground-based networks provide a more complete 
characterization of lightning properties. These GLM products will undergo further evaluation throughout NWS during 
2020. 

December 1-2, 2019 Nor’Easter responsible for high wind 
advisories and more than two feet of snow in its wake 
before it moved out to sea (above) where the OPC is 
responsible for marine warnings.  Previous studies have 
shown lightning in storms passing over the Gulf Stream 
can have considerable lightning. GLD360 lightning for this 
event with 431,535 lightning strokes, 37 of which had very 
large peak currents >300 kA (Superbolts?) with a max of 
475 kA. Such large peak currents are not uncommon in 
winter and oceanic storms having extensive electrified 
clouds extending over hundreds of kilometers. 

(Below and Right). LIS, GLM, and the ground network 
group/stroke/flash counts for 2019-09-06, Hurricane Dorian 
and its Extra-Tropical transition.

Center of 
ISS-LIS swath

JPSS/GOES-R Proving Ground
& Risk Reduction Summit
NCWCP, College Park, MD
February 24-28, 2020

(Left) GLM-only lightning density during the ISS-LIS overpass. (Right) new thunderstorm with lightning density observed by ISS-LIS (storm indicated 
by arrow in right panel), but not by GLM during the Extra-tropical transition of Dorian as viewed at the NWS Aviation Weather Center. AWC creates 
Gempak GLM density grid files that can be disseminated to other forecast offices.

GLD360

https://lightning.nsstc.nasa.gov/isslisib/isslisnrt.html
https://vlab.ncep.noaa.gov/web/geostationary-lightning-mapper


ATMS Remapping Products and Their Potential Applications
Hu Yang and Jun Zhou

huyang@umd.edu

Earth System Science Interdisciplinary Center, University of Maryland, U.S

Abstract: Remapping method provides not only an optimal
combination of measurements within a specified region, but
also a quantitative measure of the tradeoff between
resolution and noise. In this work, the Backus-Gilbert
method and AAPP MTF matching method were
investigated for ATMS SDR remapping processing based
on a sub-pixel microwave antenna temperature simulation
technique. Results show that for ATMS remapping process,
the BG algorithm is superior over AAPP in terms of
processing time and data quality of remapping products.
The BG algorithm can not only be used to generate
remapping datasets in different resolution to satisfy the
different requirements from user community, in addition, it
can also be used to eliminate the resolution degradation at
the edge of the scan, as well as the beam center pointing
misalignment between different frequency bands.

BG REMAPPING ALGORITHM

Remapping algorithm can explore the unique feature of oversampling
design in ATMS instrument. In this work, the remapping algorithm
based on B-G method and AAPP MTF matching method were
investigated by using simulated “original” and “ground truth”
brightness temperature. Results show that for ATMS observations, BG
algorithm take less CPU time for the remapping processing and generate
datasets with higher quality. In addition to generate products with
consistent resolution across different channels, the BG remapping
algorithm can also be used to eliminate resolution degradation at the
edge of the scan as well as the beam misalignment problem between
different channels.

Conclusion

pv
v!

Currently the BG algorithm can be used to process ATMS
TDR/SDR products and generate remapping data sets at 5.2, 3.3,
2.2 and 1.1 deg beam width resolution. The remapping products
can be delivered as data sets, software package, or simply the
remapping coefficients. The remapping coefficients can be
generated offline according to different user requirements, and
only need to be adjusted for different satellite.

ATMS REMAPPING DATA EXAMPLES
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Stogryn, A., 1978: “Estimates of Brightness Temperatures from
Scanning Radiometer Data”, IEEE Transaction on antennas and
Propagation, 26, 720-726.
Yang, H., Zou, X, 2014: “Optimal ATMS remapping algorithm for
climate research”. Geoscience and Remote Sensing, IEEE
Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, 52, 7290-7296
J.Zhou and H. Yang, 2020, “Comparison of the Remapping
Algorithms for the Advanced Technology Microwave Sounder
(ATMS) ”, Remote Sensing, Vol.12, No.4

DATA QUALITY EVALUATION RESULTS 
FOR REMAPPING PRODUCTS 

Based on the simulated “Truth”, the bias and standard deviation
of error for both original and remapped observations at different
FOV positions are calculated to investigate the performance of the
algorithms. The most significant reduction in the bias and
standard error occurs at FOVs that contain coastlines. For the
hurricane center over the ocean observed around nadir, the bias
and standard error reduce after remapping. From FOVs 60–70,
where no sharp change in Ta appears, the resolution enhancement
amplifies the standard error, and the resolution degradation
alleviates the standard error, illustrating the noise change caused
by the remapping process. The bias at the scan end of channel 1
caused by the AFA is clearly seen, compared to the observations at
other FOVs over the ocean.

HURRICANE OBSERVATION FROM 
REMAPPING PRODUCTS

Resolution Downgrade Resolution Enhancement

The B-G algorithm finds a set of optimal coefficients, for
constructing a new observation with an expected FOV size as a
linear combination of adjacent original observed antenna
brightness temperatures

The B-G algorithm aims at finding a set of coefficients, so that
the rebuilt antenna gain pattern is close to the expected gain
function. It also ensures that the instrument noise is not
significantly increased, which is especially important for
resolution enhancement processing
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REMAPPING SDR PRODUCTS AT 1.1O BW
RESOLUTION 

ATMS observations at different resolution for Hurricane
Lorenzo on 9/27/2019 were remapped to a consistent 1.1o BW
resolution. Compare with the original observations, the
Hurricane structure became clearer and consistent from low to
high frequencies.



On March 26, 2019, S-NPP CrIS suffered a hardware failure on side 1 of its electronics board that ceased the collection 
of mid-wave IR data. After a data gap of almost 3 months, the instrument was switched to side 2 of its electronics board 
on June 24, 2019. Because the geometry of side 2 had never undergone post-launch calibration before, the geolocation 
worsened considerably after the switch to side 2. Soon thereafter, new calibration parameters were derived by ICVS 
and uploaded to the instrument, which led to a dramatic improvement of the geolocation accuracy across all FORs. For 
further information, please visit https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/icvs/status_NPP_CrIS.php

Re-assessing Lifetime Geolocation Performance of CrIS aboard Suomi-NPP with ICVS
Warren Porter1,2, Banghua Yan2, Flavio Iturbide-Sanchez2, Likun Wang2,3, Denis Tremblay2,4, Yong Chen2,3, Xingming Liang2,4 and Ninghai Sun2,4 

(1. SSCT, GST/SSAI; 2. NOAA/NESDIS/STAR; 3. ESSIC, UMD; 4. SSCT, GST)

The Cross Track Infrared Sounder (CrIS) provides observations of temperature and
moisture vital to many applications such as numerical weather forecasting and
climate monitoring. CrIS has flown aboard the Suomi National Polar-orbiting
Partnership satellite (S-NPP) since 2011 and aboard NOAA-20 since 2017. Its 1305
spectral channels measure outgoing infrared radiation from 3.92 µm to 15.38 µm. At
nadir, CrIS has a spatial resolution of 14 km.

Because accurate geolocation information is an important requirement for any
useful application of CrIS observations, Long-term CrIS geolocation accuracy has
been consistently monitored by the JPSS/STAR Integrated Calibration and Validation
System (ICVS). The accuracy of CrIS geolocation is measured by convolving CrIS
observations with those from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
I5 band and identifying the VIIRS pixel that best matches each CrIS pixel. This
technique was originally presented by Likun Wang1 for S-NPP CrIS, where VIIRS’
geolocation information is treated as “truth”, which is reasonable given its much
greater spatial resolution and frequent geolocation calibration with respect to
Landsat, which is in turn calibrated with respect to the ground. In this study, this
method is operatized by improving the code efficiency. Examples of improvements
include the creation of bash scripts to automatically match contemporaneous CrIS
and VIIRS data granules within 20° of the equator and handle. the new code is applied
to assess the geolocation performance of the re-operated SNPP CrIS instrument
after the MW was switched to side 2 of its electronics board . It is expected that the
results in this study can provide an overall picture of SNPP CrIS geolocation
accuracy performance for the past 13 months. Future efforts will extend these
assessments into the past to verify S-NPP geolocation accuracy performance for its
entire lifetime since its launch in 2011.

Monitoring CrIS Geolocation Accuracy in Near-Real Time via ICVS Consequences of Electronics Board Side Switch on board Suomi NPP CrIS
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1. CrIS Geolocation accuracy 
is low and stable on board 
both NOAA-20 and S-NPP

2.Accurate geolocation was 
reestablished quickly after 
switching circuit board sides 
in June 2019
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After Deriving New
Mapping Parameters (EP v40)

Regions with large BT differences have been greatly reduced. Major differences occur over cloudy areas

Over One Full Year of Geolocation Monitoring

For 13 months, the assessed difference in geolocation between
CrIS and VIIRS has been small, stable and within specifications

Deriving Mapping Angles for EngPkt v40 after switching electronic board sides
CrIS granules with updated
instrument line shape (ILS) 

parameters were used to
derive new mapping angle
calibration parameters using 
3 days’ data after the switch
<---Before (v39) After(v40)--->

VIIRS Lunar 
Calibration 
Maneuver

Angular errors 
were reduced 
slightly (w.r.t. to 
before the side 
switch) after  v40 
mapping angles 
were uploaded 
on Aug 1, 2019

Data gap 
after 
midwave
circuit board 
failure at the 
end of 
March, 2019

Assessment 
frequency 
changed from 
2x/day to 13x/day

https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/icvs/status_NPP_CrIS.php
http://dx.doi.org/10.3390/rs8010076
http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/2013JD020376


JPSS Life-Cycle SDR in NOAA/STAR
SNPP SDR Data Reprocessing and Its Science Impacts

Available Reprocessed SNPP Dataset

Sensor Data Types Daily Volume Date Period Total Days Total
Volume

ATMS TDR+SDR+GEO 1241 MB 2011/11/08~2017/03/08 1948 2.42 TB
CrIS NSR SDR+GEO 44.3 GB 2012/03/01~2017/03/08 1834 81.25 TB
CrIS FSR SDR 74 GB 2014/12/04~2017/03/08 826 61.12 TB

VIIRS SDR+GEO 415 GB 2012/02/20~2017/03/08 1845 765.68 TB
OMPS NP SDR+GEO 261 MB 2012/01/26~2017/03/08 1869 487.81 GB
OMPS TC SDR+GEO 3 GB 2012/01/26~2017/03/08 1869 5.61 TB

Total 916.57 TB

POC: Cheng-Zhi Zou(cheng-zhi.zou@noaa.gov)
Lin Lin (linlin@umd.edu) 
Lihang Zhou (lihang.zhou@noaa.gov)

Stability Assessment of Reprocessed ATMS SDR

Improvements of Reprocessed CrIS SDR

3/8/17: IDPS Block 
2.0 MX 1 NSR and 

FSR operational
12/4/14: Full Spectrum
Interferogram Mode 
implemented

2/20/14: IDPS MX 8.1 
Validated status

VIIRS DNB Reprocessing Improvements

VIIRS RSB Reprocessing Improvements

VIIRS TEB Reprocessing Improvements

VIIRS Geolocation Reprocessing 
Improvements

02/12/2013 03/18/2014

07/10/2013 11/21/2014
12/18/2014

-100×log10(252 nm reflectance)

02/12/2013
Start of weekly dark cal.

03/18/2014
NP Stray Light correction

07/10/2013
TC Stray Light LUT update

11/21/2014
TC Stray Light LUT update

12/18/2014
TC Stray Light LUT update

-100×log10(302 nm reflectance)

Consistency of Reprocessed OMPS SDR

operational OMPS SDR

reprocessed OMPS SDR

operational OMPS SDR

reprocessed OMPS SDR

EPv36 IDPS Block 2.0 Mx0
EPv36 IDPS Block 2.0 Mx1
EPv37 IDPS Block 2.0 Mx1

EPv36 IDPS Block 2.0 Mx0
EPv36 IDPS Block 2.0 Mx1
EPv37 IDPS Block 2.0 Mx1

Geolocation Improvements of Reprocessed CrIS

FOV Consistency Improvements of Reprocessed CrIS

The Suomi NPP (SNPP) satellite was launched successfully on October 28, 2011 and was a pathfinder for the U.S. Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) operational satellite series. The primary objectives of the SNPP mission are to
provide a continuation of the Earth system observations initiated by the Earth Observing System (EOS) Terra, Aqua, and Aura missions, as well as the NOAA heritage polar-orbiting satellite series; and prepare the operational
forecast community with pre-operational risk reduction, demonstration, and validation for selected JPSS instruments and ground processing data systems. Since the launch of SNPP, the Sensor Data Record (SDR) and Environment
Data Record (EDR) were in various levels of maturity as the data moved through beta, provisional, and then validated stages. NOAA/STAR reprocessing uses mature algorithms that ensures all JPSS satellite data, starting with
SNPP from the beginning of the time series through the JPSS life cycle, will be consistent on a common reference frame with known uncertainty. The SNPP baseline SDR reprocessing for ATMS, CrIS, VIIRS, and OMPS has been
completed in NOAA/STAR recently. Generally, reprocessing SDR data are more stable, have fewer anomalies, and show the neutral/positive impacts on EDR and many other applications. In the future, SDR reprocessing will be
carried out to NOAA-20 and future JPSS satellites to ensure a long-term stable JPSS SDR datasets.

Cheng-zhi Zou1, Lin Lin2, Lihang Zhou3, Ninghai Sun4, Bin Zhang2, Yong Chen4, Chunhui Pan2, Murty Divakarla5, 
Changyong Cao1, Flavio Iturbide-Sanchez1, Trevor Beck1, Banghua Yan1, and Satya Kalluri1

1 NOAA/NESDIS/STAR    2UMD/ESSIC    3 NOAA/NESDIS/JPSS    4 GST, Inc.    5 IMSG, Inc.



iSEW Hurricane Watch

Near Real Time Monitoring of Hurricane Warm Core via ICVS
Jingfeng Huang1,2, Banghua Yan2, Ninghai Sun1,2, Ding Liang1,2, Warren Porter1,2 (1. SSCT, GST/SSAI; 2. NOAA/NESDIS/STAR)

NOAA JPSS STAR Integrated Calibration and Validation 
System (ICVS) provides near real-time satellite spacecraft 
and sensor data records (SDRs) performance monitoring 
(https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/icvs) ;

 ICVS provides a unique opportunity to combine different 
SDR observational capabilities from multi-sensors in 
closely observing global severe events;

 ICVS Severe Event Watch (iSEW) provides innovative use 
of multi-sensor SDRs in monitoring severe weather and 
hazardous events, such as hurricanes, wild fires, dust 
storms, flooding, oil spills, etc.;

 iSEW not only provides valuable JPSS satellite 
observations to facilitate decision making, but also gives 
us creative ideas in advancing new technologies and 
developing new algorithms;

As a pilot study using applications for SDR Cal/Val, iSEW
features also assist SDR and Environmental Data Record 
(EDR) product developers and users in better validating 
product quality. 

Why ICVS Severe Event Watch (iSEW)? 

iSEW consists of two integral parts:
Routine global RGB images with different combinations 

that are capable of highlighting global daily weather and 
hazardous events during both daytime and nighttime;

Customized event-driven interface that conducts in-
depth close looks into particular severe events for native 
resolution sensor imageries and animations such as 
Hurricane Watch and Wild Fire Watch

iSEW Framework Design

1. More imaging products are needed for broader 
event applications, such as oil spill etc. 

2. Multi-sensor data synergy can be further 
explored for application purposes;

3. iSEW system efficiency should be improved to 
meet operational needs. 

Acknowledgement

iSEW Web Portal

1. ICVS Severe Event Watch (iSEW) is designed as a 
pilot study of using applications for SDR 
Calibration/Validation and multi-sensor data 
synergy;

2. iSEW is developed and automated to provide 
global and event high resolution imaging services 
by maximizing the ICVS’s strength of JPSS multi-
sensor SDR monitoring capability;

3. Multiple applications of the iSEW system were 
demonstrated, such as 2018/2019 Atlantic 
Hurricanes and Western Pacific Typhoons, and 
California wild fires; 

4. iSEW Hurricane Watch is capable of synergizing 
both VIIRS and ATMS observations to illustrate 
upper level warm core 3D structures and 
intensifying/dissipating processes;

5. Multi-sensor SDR data synergy for severe event 
monitoring was explored and demonstrated; 

6. Inter-sensor SDR were compared in severe event 
monitoring applications;

7. Global display of iSEW routinely produced images 
was tested and will be hosted on JSTAR-Mapper;

8. iSEW Web Portal is developed to provide an 
unique platform for JPSS multi-sensor images and 
animations that are valuable for specific severe 
event monitoring and scientific exploration.

Summary

iSEW
Wild Fire, Volcano, Hurricane, Tornado, Heat 
Wave, Snow Storm, Oil Spill, Dust Storm ……  

Global Routine 
Monitoring

Event Driven 
Monitoring

Different RGB 
Combinations 
Imaging

DNB Imaging
 I- and M-Band 

Imaging
Support both day 

and night images
Support both S-NPP 

and NOAA-20

 Multiple resolution 
displays

 Global  coverage,  
Operational 
monitoring

 Native resolution
 Customized regions
 Event monitoring

Host: JSTAR-MAPPER
side by side with EDR 

images
Host: designated 
iSEW Web Portal

Different RGB 
Combinations 
Imaging

DNB Imaging
 I- and M-Band 

Imaging
Support both day 

and night images
Support both S-NPP 

and NOAA-20
Support 3D 

Animation by multi-
sensor data synergy

For better hurricane warm core observations, iSEW Hurricane 
Watch uses the data smoothing technique to conduct the data 
gap filling for the ATMS observations (Yan et. al., 2019). See the 
example figure below for the ATMS observations with/without 
gap filling for channel 7. 

Gap Filling of the ATMS observations

Future Work

Acknowledgement: We appreciate the JPSS Program Office, 
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study. The poster contents are solely the opinions of the authors 
and do not constitute a statement of policy, decision, or position 
on behalf of NOAA or the U.S. government. 

ICVS iSEW system can be utilized for more comprehensive data 
analysis on hurricane event (Yan et. al., 2019). We took Hurricane 
Florence as an example for the event analysis and warm core 
illustration.

Case Study: Hurricane Florence

Four cross-
sections of 3D 
temperature 
anomaly 
structure image 
animation for 
hurricane 
Florence on 
September 10, 
2018.

Evolution of ATMS-
retrieved atmospheric 
temperature anomaly 
vertical structures for 
hurricane Florence event 
from 10 September 
through 15 September 
2018

Time series of ATMS retrieved and 
ECMWF-forecast maximum 
temperature anomalies on the 
level of 350 hPa for hurricane 
Florence spanning from 1 
September through 15 September 
2018 (Yan et. al., 2019)
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• The Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM) is a fast satellite sensor-based radiative transfer model. It 
supports more than 100 sensors including sensors on most meteorological and remote sensing satellites. 
The CRTM is composed of four important modules for gaseous transmittance, surface emission and 
reflection, cloud and aerosol absorption and scatterings, and solvers for radiative transfer. The CRTM was 
designed to meet Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) and other users’ needs. Many options are available 
for users to choose: input surface emissivity; select a subset of channels for a given sensor; turn on/off 
scattering calculations; compute radiance at aircraft altitudes; compute aerosol optical depth only; and 
threading of the CRTM, and others. 

• The CRTM forward model is used to simulate satellite measured radiance, which can be used to verify 
measurement accuracy, uncertainty, and long-term stability (Figure 1). The K-matrix module is used to 
compute Jacobian values (i.e. radiance derivative to geophysical parameters), which is used for the inversion 
processing in retrieval and radiance assimilations. Tangent-linear and adjoint modules are also often applied 
to radiance assimilation. The CRTM is a FORTRAN library for users to link to their own code, instead of a 
graphic user interface. At the CRTM initialization, user selects the sensor/sensors and surface 
emissivity/reflectance look-up tables. The gaseous transmittance describes atmospheric gaseous absorption, 
so that one can utilize remote sensing information in data assimilation/retrieval systems for atmospheric 
temperature, moisture, and trace gases such as CO2 , O3 , N2O, CO, and CH4. The aerosol module is 
fundamental to acquire aerosol type and concentration for studying air quality. The cloud module contains 
optical properties of six cloud types, providing radiative forcing information for weather forecasting and 
climate studies. The CRTM surface model includes surface static and atlas-based emissivity/reflectivity for 
various surface types. Two radiative transfer solvers have been implemented into the CRTM. The advanced 
matrix operator method (AMOM) is chosen as a baseline. The successive order of interaction (SOI) radiative 
transfer developed at the University of Wisconsin, has also been implemented in the CRTM. 
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Introduction

Summary

Project Goals

The CRTM v3.0 alpha Release

Abstract
The Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM) is a fast radiative transfer model 
for satellite radiometer radiance calculations, and is also used for the direct assimilation 
of radiances for numerical weather prediction models (NWP). However, the CRTM 
(v2.3) employed in current Gridpoint Statistical Interpretation (GSI) in data assimilation 
is a scalar radiative transfer model in which only microwave surface emissivity is 
polarized. Neglecting other Stokes components will cause significant errors in 
simulating or assimilating the radiances in many spectral regions including the UV. 

For this PGRR project, a new and enhanced CRTM solver has been developed to solve 
this problem. In addition, more absorption gases are included, and wavelength-
dependent surface reflectance are introduced. Rayleigh scattering optical depth and 
depolarization ratio are used in accurate calculations, and the effect of rotational 
Raman scattering will also be considered. The optical properties for aerosols and 
clouds are extended to the UV region. Major efforts are devoted to tangent linear (TL) 
and adjoint model programming. This new version of CRTM (currently v3.0 alpha) is 
expected to greatly improve the radiance simulations at the Top of Atmosphere (TOA) 
observed by OMPS and other radiometers. This project will pave the way for the use of 
OMPS radiance data in global and regional NWP models. The impacts on weather 
forecasting are expected to be positive.  It may also have broader impacts on satellite 
radiance simulation and assimilation for other radiometers.

The primary goal of this project is to develop the vectorized CRTM capability so that OMPS UV measurements can be 
directly assimilate in numerical weather prediction models for weather forecasting. This requires substantial 
development for a new version of the CRTM that can treat polarized radiation correctly.  This new capability will enable 
the CRTM to assimilate daily measurements of the ozone field from OMPS.  It is also possible that this new capability 
can be extended to other radiometers.

A secondary goal is to use the vectorized CRTM for more accurate simulation of satellite radiometer radiances with 
polarization effect, which may be applicable in multiple spectral bands of a variety of radiometers, including VIIRS, 
CrIS, and ATMS.

Preliminary Results
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• Ozone is a gas that occurs naturally in trace amounts in the earth's atmosphere, distributed mostly in the 
lower and middle stratosphere. It plays a crucial role in the series of intricate feedback mechanisms that 
dynamically link the troposphere and the stratosphere. It blocks most of the harmful Ultraviolet Solar radiation 
from reaching the Earth’s surface and impacts air quality near the surface.  Daily measurements of the ozone 
distribution is an important component of a more realistic treatment of the stratosphere in operational weather 
forecast.  This is especially true in the vicinity of jet streams at the mid and high latitudes, which play a major 
role in the formation and steering of tropospheric weather systems, including large-scale thunderstorm 
complexes and hurricanes.  Improved forecasting of jet streams should lead to improved long-term 
forecasting of tropospheric weather.  NWP centers worldwide are extending their data assimilation and 
forecasting codes to provide a more realistic treatment of the stratosphere, thus the need for direct 
assimilation of OMPS UV radiances. 

• Currently, the assimilation of ozone information from satellites is carried out only in retrieval space. What this 
means is that from the direct radiance measurements by the OMPS instrument, ozone is retrieved based on 
theoretical models and a number of assumptions. This becomes the retrieved ozone product used by NWP, 
but unfortunately also inherits uncertainties in the retrieval process.  As a result, the assimilation of ozone 
retrieval products has two major drawbacks. One is that retrieval is an ill-posed problem and the result may 
depend on the first guess (or assumptions in the retrieval). The other is the inconsistency between the ozone 
retrievals from different satellite instruments, for example, from OMPS and CrIS. In addition, the spectral 
radiance measurements contain rich information about the atmospheric chemistry which may be lost after 
retrievals.  Therefore, the NWP community prefers to assimilate the OMPS radiances directly in the weather 
models.

• In addition to the simulation and assimilation of UV radiances, there is a broader need for a fast 
vectorized/polarized radiative transfer model in other spectral regions. Thus the outcome may have additional  
impacts. 

Background and Motivation

Vectorized CRTM Theoretical Basis
An approach is introduced to retain the reciprocity principle in radiative transfer and applies a Taylor expansion of analytic 
transmittance and reflection matrices for a base optical depth together with a doubling-adding method beyond the base in the 
vectorized Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM). The value of the base optical depth depends on the maximum 
absolute value of the phase matrix elements. In comparison with other forward radiative transfer models, the extended 
vectorized CRTM agrees well with those models. The computational efficiency among the CRTM and those models is 
comparable. The tangent-linear and adjoint modules of the vectorized CRTM can be used for assimilating microwave, 
infrared, visible and ultraviolet sensor radiances (Liu and Cao, 2019).

The vectorized radiative transfer equation is the same as the scalar radiative transfer except using the Stokes vector 
(with 4 components: radiance, polarization difference, the plane of polarization and the ellipticity of the 
electromagnetic wave) to replace intensity. Single phase function element is replaced by a 4 by 4 matrix, which may 
destroy the symmetry used in the scalar radiative transfer. Generally speaking, the reciprocity principle is no longer 
valid, which means that the transmittance matrix at the layer top is different from the transmittance at the bottom. This 
is the same true for the reflection matrix. 

Vectorized radiative transfer equation can be written in the same form as for the scalar radiative transfer by increasing 
number of elements from n_Angles to n_Stokes x n_Angles, where n_Stokes represents the number of Stokes 
components ( < = 4). It implies that the reciprocity principle can also be valid for vectorized radiative transfer so that 
transmission and reflection matrices from the top and from the bottom of a homogeneous layer can be the same. This 
considerably simplifies code implementation and saves half of the computational time associated with scattering. The 
adding method of the CRTM ADA can be used for vectorized radiative transfer by increasing the number of elements 
from n_Angles to n_Stokes x n_Angles (Liu & Cao, 2019).

Modules required code 
changes for the 
vectorized CRTM

Comparison of calculated vs. OMPS observed 
radiances:

• OMPS and CRTM TC reflectance agree well (upper 
panel and middle panels). The ratio of the measured 
and CRTM reflectance (green) agree except for the first 
two channels of wavelengths (<300 nm). 

• Wavelength difference between OMPS measurements 
and the CRTM (static) (low panel) need to be resolved in 
the near future.  Additional validation will be performed 
once the NOAA-20 OMPS achieved validated maturity in 
Spring 2020.

The vectorized Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM v3.0 alpha) has been released (11/27/2019) , which is a major 
milestone achieved. CRTM 3.0 alpha is under testing at the NOAA/STAR and JCSDA . 

OMPS and CrIS Ozone channel Jacobian

• OMPS NP measurements show good sensitivity to ozone 
in stratosphere and troposphere.  However, the vertical 
resolution of OMPS NP measurements on ozone is coarse. 
The negative radiance sensitivities implies that increasing 
ozone reduces backscattered solar radiation.

• Vectorized CRTM shows good sensitivity of CrIS to ozone 
in the troposphere. The maximum sensitivity is around 400 
hPa. 

• Combining both CrIS and OMPS NP as well as OMPS TC 
observations allows better consistency between OMPS and 
CrIS application for better performance.

Future Work
• Assessment of the vectorized CRTM in NOAA/GSI 

radiance assimilations or other NWP models, and 
experimental assimilation of JPSS OMPS radiance 
(looking for collaborators)

• Additional JPSS OMPS radiance simulations (ongoing)

• Look-up tables updates for cloud and aerosol optical 
properties; polarized surface BRDF models; molecular 
scattering module

• Addressing OMPS wavelength shift, possibly using 
ML/AI

• Other studies: using the vectorized CRTM for 
simulation, including model comparisons (with 6SV) for 
simulating polarization effect in the 0.4µm band (M1) of 
VIIRS.

The vectorized CRTM with polarization capability has been developed and its theoretical basis has been 
documented in journal publications.  Although the main purpose of this version is for the direct radiance 
assimilation of OMPS UV radiances, it may have broader applications in forward calculations and in 
other spectrum as well.  Initial testing shows that the performance of this vectorized CRTM is faster than 
similar vectorized models, and therefore can be used for NWP.

Forward calculations of radiances are being compared with OMPS observations, and the Jasobian for 
the OMPS and CrIS ozone channels are investigated.  The initial version (version 3.0 alpha) was 
released on November 27, 2019 and the next version is expected to be released in July 2020.  Users are 
encouraged to participate in the testing.  Additional validation of the vectorized CRTM is currently being 
carried out in several applications. 

Figure 1. Modules in the Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM)

Release notes in the readme file

OMPS Jacobian

CrIS Jacobian

Polarization in NOAA-20 VIIRS M1 

Using polarization is a 
new option, with minimal 
impacts on existing 
users

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jqsrt.2019.01.019
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• For long term environmental studies and to establish data continuity for broader 

scientific applications, radiometric consistency is a key requirement among satellite 

sensors.

• In order to evaluate the possible differences observed in higher level EDR products, it is 

very important for the user community to understand how well the two VIIRS SDR 

products compare with each other.

• With more than 8 years in space, S-NPP VIIRS has been rigorously calibrated and 

validated with a number of major look-up-table updates since launch. 

• This study quantifies how well NOAA-20 VIIRS SDR agree with S-NPP VIIRS through 

intercomparison.

• To ensure that the intercomparison is free of any residual degradation in S-NPP VIIRS, 

it is more desirable to use recalibrated and reprocessed S-NPP VIIRS data. 

• S-NPP VIIRS has been reprocessed with improved calibration stability and accuracy 

since early launch (Jan. 2012 to Mar. 2017).

• Reprocessed S-NPP VIIRS data are available to users 

https://ncc.nesdis.noaa.gov/VIIRS/index.php

• Radiometric consistency between NOAA-20 and S-NPP VIIRS reflective solar bands are 

independently validated 

• All methods suggest that NOAA-20 VIIRS observed reflectance is consistently lower than 

that for S-NPP for all reflective solar bands under study by 2-3%. 

• NOAA-20 VIIRS bias over desert (low gain) and ocean (high gain) agree well to within 1%.

• Radiometric intercomparison can be further improved in future by correcting residual 

degradation in S-NPP VIIRS which requires recalibration and reprocessing. 

• S-NPP VIIRS has been recalibrated and reprocessed (from Jan 2012 to Mar. 2017) with 

accurate, consistent and temporally stable radiometric calibration, meeting all user needs

• Data servers established for distribution; web interface for user friendly data download
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Background

Summary

Abstract

The Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) onboard S-NPP and NOAA-20 

provides global coverage once per day for the reflective solar bands. To use VIIRS data 

for long term environmental related studies, it is critical to have radiometrically accurate 

and consistent data products from both instruments. Although the operational 

calibration of NOAA-20 VIIRS has been found to be very stable, past studies have 

shown that there exists a near consistent bias in RSBs between the two VIIRS 

instruments, with NOAA-20 VIIRS top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance being lower by 

2-3%. It is crucial to monitor the radiometric consistency between the two VIIRS 

instruments and help the user community understand the trending of the relative bias 

between two VIIRS and its impacts on the higher level EDR products. This study is 

focused on analyzing NOAA-20 VIIRS radiometric bias relative to S-NPP VIIRS 

operational SDR using different techniques such as the pseudo-invariant calibration 

sites (PICS) and inter-comparison with other satellite instruments using Simultaneous 

Nadir Overpasses (SNOs). In addition, S-NPP VIIRS data have been recalibrated and 

reprocessed at NOAA/STAR from Jan. 2012 to Mar. 2017. Novel approach used in the 

recalibration along with the resulting improvements in S-NPP VIIRS SDR data quality is 

also presented.
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VIIRS Radiometric Consistency S-NPP Recalibration and Reprocessing

• Improved radiometric consistency in the long-term data records

• STAR Kalman Filter: Bias correction factors based on LunarCal/DCC/SNO for VNIR bands

• STAR Surface Roughness-induced Rayleigh Scattering (SRRS) Model for SWIR bands

• Thuillier (2002) solar spectrum, consistent with NOAA-20

• Radiometric bias correction factors available to users for all bands

Gray: Before correction Blue: After correction

• M1 shows dip in 2012, could be related to MODIS since this is not observed in DCC 

trend. Stable to 0.3% using data after 2013 only.

• Rest of the bands shows better than 0.3% stability with 1-sigma <0.5%.

Figure 1. VIIRS RSRs and spectral features over polar snow and Saharan desert

Libya-4

Extended low latitude

SNOs (SNOx)

Independent validation through 

Intercomparison Techniques

Deep Convective 

Clouds

Pseudo-invariant 

Calibration Sites
Polar SNOs

Figure 2. Intercomparison using multiple independent techniques and solar models

Radiance differences for the two 

VIIRS instruments due to different 

solar models used in processing

Figure 3. VIIRS bias time series relative to MODIS. The difference in two VIIRS bias time series (double 

difference) provides relative radiometric consistency between VIIRS onboard NOAA-20 and S-NPP. 

Figure 3. NOAA-20 VIIRS (M1 and M4) radiometric consistency with S-NPP VIIRS using polar SNOs. 

Although relative bias between the two VIIRS sensors looks nearly consistent, a small increase (<0.5%) 

in trend can be observed for blue and green bands in NOAA-20 VIIRS. Spikes near days 775 are due to 

recent VIIRS solar vector anomaly.

PICS 

• Comparing VIIRS reflectance trending over pseudo-invariant calibration sites (PICS) NOAA-20 VIIRS 

indicate bias relative to S-NPP, on the order of -2-4% (Libya 4, shown in Fig. 4).

Polar and Extended SNOs

• VIIRS bias trends are derived relative to AQUA MODIS, since no direct SNOs exists between VIIRS. 

• Double differencing the two VIIRS bias trends indicates the VIIRS radiometric consistency

Extended SNOs Desert

• Near consistent bias for NOAA-20 VIIRS over both the desert and ocean (~-2%) 

• VIIRS bias (relative to MODIS) indicate increasing trends for bands M1 and M2, M4.

• Rest of the VIIRS RSB suggest similar magnitude in bias (~2%) for NOAA-20 relative to S-NPP

• Bands M5 and M7 indicate large bias (~4%) mainly due to overestimation in S-NPP VIIRS absolute 

calibration by nearly 2%

Libya 4

Extended SNOs Ocean

M1 M4

Libya 4

During VIIRS solar 

vector anomaly

M1 M1

M2 M2

M3 M3

Stability < 0.1%

Stability < 0.1%

Before

After

M01 M02 Before

After

Figure 4. NOAA-20 and S-NPP VIIRS TOA reflectance trending based bias over Libya 4

Figure 3. S-NPP VIIRS bias time series relative to MODIS using operational data (Before) 

and using reprocessed data (After). 
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Introduction 

STAR has initiated a project to a test Cloud-based

environment in AWS to support science algorithm creation,

R2O, and management. Several algorithms are included to

be evaluated in this project. Among them ATMS and VIIRS

algorithms are included. These algorithms are currently

tested by STAR ASSISTT in the Algorithm Development

Library (ADL) framework in the Linux system and then

packaged with the inputs, outputs and documents to DPES

for regression testing. DPES sends to Raytheon for final

integration. The goal is to make these deliveries be made

through the Cloud in future.

We have transitioned, run, and integrated ATMS algorithm

successfully in Cloud. Even though OMPS algorithms were

not included in the first phase of this pilot project, we have

tested them to gain experience and understand if there are

any problems.

Git Repository and CI Pipeline 

Prepare Input Data

STAR JPSS/GOES-R Proving Ground / Risk Reduction Summit – February 24-28, 2020, NCWCP, College Park, Maryland 20740  

Corresponding Author: bigyani.das@noaa.gov

STAR  JPSS ASSISTT

ASSISTT: The STAR Algorithm Scientific Software Integration 

and System Transition Team.

STAR  JPSS ASSISTT provides expertise on integration of 

JPSS algorithms into operational systems. Three major tasks 

of ASSISTT are:

Code Testing in Algorithm Development Library  (ADL) for 

IDPS and Code Testing for implementation in NDE, 

Troubleshooting, and Integration.

 Communication with Science Teams and Data Product and 

Engineering Services (DPES), OSPO, and Other 

Developers.

Change Request Submission/DAP submission

Near Real-Time (NRT) Processing Data Flow 

ADL Framework

ADL is the Test System - Developed by Raytheon

ADL mimics the Operational Interface Data Processing 

Segment (IDPS) 

ADL provides a Diagnostic Framework 

Current Version mimics IDPS Operation: ADL BLK 2.1– MX 8.0

ATMS RDR to SDR processing in ADL has the following 

requirements:

Each ATMS RDR to SDR granule processing requires 2 

additional granules (1 before and 1 after ) for the ATMS 

granule to be processed. Three consecutive granules are 

loaded to the ADL system for processing of the middle granule 

during each SDR processing. 

Dynamic data required for each ATMS RDR to SDR 

processing:

One current weekly Polar Wander (PW) data file. 

Required static ancillary data include: 

1. a set of ATMS SDR LUTs and PCT for ADL MX8 

2. a set of global Terrain-Eco Tiles files.

ATMS RDR H5 data files

If any granule is missing from the 3 consecutive RDR 

granules, the SDR processing for the middle RDR granule 

will not be invoked, thus will be skipped. Work around of this 

is to use 5 granules instead of 3.

When duplicated granule RDR files (same granule ID but 

with different creating time) are found in the RDR H5 data 

directory, the latest one will be selected during the chain 

processing; the older ones are skipped.

(Data source: SCDR)

Dynamic ancillary data

USNO Polar Wander data

The USNO Polar Wander data files are weekly products.  

Use the most recent weekly PW file available in the PW data 

directory.  Currently, the number of days to look back is set to 

7 (one week); it can also go back to 2-3 weeks

Steps for Testing ATMS Algorithm

Acronyms

• IDPS – Interface Data Processing Segment

• ATMS - Advanced Technology Microwave Sounder

• VIIRS – Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite

• DPES – Data Products Engineering Services

• DAP – Delivered Algorithm Package

• ADL – Algorithm Development Library

• COTS – Commercial Off the Shelf

• RDR – Raw Data Record

• SDR - Sensor Data Record

• IDPS - Interface Data Processing Segment 

• NDE - NPP Data Exploration 

• AWS – Amazon Web Services

• ECR - Elastic Container Registry

• EC2 - Elastic Compute Cloud

When a new ATMS RDR file is available in the RDR data 

directory, it will be used as a job trigger to invoke the single 

granule RDR to SDR chain processing for that granule. The 

single granule processing driver script will call the utility file 

searching scripts to find 3 consecutive RDR granule files and 

the latest PW file. 

If all files are found, copy all 4 H5 files into an intermediate 

input directory created for the granule followed by calling the 

Docker container wrapper script to launch a container to run 

the SDR algorithm. All required input data is made available 

to the container run during the SDR processing through the 

mounted directories to the container.  After the ATMS SDR 

algorithm run in ADL completes successfully, the output SDR 

file will be moved out of the container to an output directory.  

Processing log for each RDR to SDR container run is saved 

in a log directory.

Note: Recently our testing failed because of Spacecraft 

RDR issues and hence we changed it to 5 consecutive 

granules from 3 consecutive granules. Adding TLE Aux 

file did not help.

Organize the working directory properly to help the integration and 

testing process. 

Step1

Put RDR files into the database

Go to RDR directory. Use the command:

$ADL_HOME/tools/bin/ADL_Unpacker.exe *.h5

Step2

Put LUTs in the database

Go to LUT directory

$ADL_HOME/script/DMS/ImportIntoDms.plx -path $LUT_DIR 

(Use full path name)

Step3

Put Polar files in the database

Go to POLAR directory

a) Unpack the HDF5 file

$ADL_HOME/tools/bin/ADL_Unpacker.exe *.h5

.msd file will be created

b) Copy that .msd file to /ADL/data/MSD_LZ/ANC directory

cp *.msd ${ADL_MSD_LZ_PATH}/ANC

c) Put that in DMS

$ADL_HOME/tools/bin/IngMsd.exe -lw

$ADL_HOME/cfg/dynamic/IngMsdLwFile.xml

Step4

Put Tile files in the database

Go to TILE directory and use the command

$ADL_HOME/script/DMS/ImportIntoDms.plx -path $TILE_DIR

Note: Use full pathname of $TILE_DIR

Step5

Put Eph file in the database

Go to EPH directory

$ADL_HOME/script/DMS/ImportIntoDms.plx -path $EPH_DIR

Note: Use full pathname of $EPH_DIR

Step6

Run the test cases

Step 7

Collect the output HDF5 files which would be generated at

mv $ADL_HOME/data/hdfOutputs/* .

 Get account in the Cloud

 Evaluate documents to understand how the Cloud system 

works.

 Request help of the system staff to install Cloud workspace.

 Perform simple testing of small programs.

 Import the COTS required by ADL to the Cloud.

 Install and Build ADL in the Cloud.

 Create a test case for ATMS

 Select a Golden Day.

 Collect all the needed inputs.

 Collect RDRs from storage system.

 After testing compare with the results that is obtained in the 

on premise Linux system for the same input data.

 Other group members test and verify the results.

Method

Testing OMPS SDR in Cloud

OMPS includes 3 instruments.

OMPS Nadir Mapper (OMPS NM)

OMPS Limb Profiler (OMPS LP)

OMPS Nadir Profiler (OMPS NP)

Currently ASSISTT supports OMPS NM and NP SDR and 

EDR integration.

OMPS SDRS were tested in the Cloud. They produced 

identical results as obtained in the Linux system 

ATMS RDR to SDR Processing 

ATMS RDR to SDR Processing: Dynamic Data 

1. The ADL system source code has been put in the Git repository 

on the Cloud. The Continuous Integration (CI) pipeline has been 

established to enable an automated build and automated tests 

for algorithm code changes in ADL. 

2. A Docker image containing the ADL system and the required 

environment has been created and made available on AWS 

ECR. The image is used to set up the ADL working environment 

inside a runtime container for ATMS SDR test runs on AWS EC2 

machines.

#12



Assimilation of GOES-16 ABI, N20 CrIS-FSR/ATMS (including Direct Broadcast) in RAP Version 5
Haidao Lin1,2, Steve Weygandt1, Ming Hu1,3 Amanda Back1,2,John Brown1, Hongli Wang1,3, 

Curtis Alexander1, and Stan Benjamin1

1NOAA/ESRL/GSD Assimilation Development Branch
2Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere, Colorado State University

3Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences, University of Colorado at Boulder

Rapid Refresh 

RAP and HRRR
Hourly updated assimilation / forecast 
using GSI analysis, WRF ARW model

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Summary:  
v GOES-16 ABI RAP retro results: small positive impact with additional QC/error tuning; 
v RAPv5 radiance upgrade package (GOES-16 ABI, N20 CrIS-FSR/ATMS) with overall up 

to 1.5% normalized improvement (against raob.) for RH;
v Positive forecast impact from direct broadcast data seen in verification against 

radiosondes and against CrIS observed brightness temperature (larger impact);
v Radiance data have positive impact in HRRR-AK for verification against CrIS BT;
v RAPv5 and HRRRv4-AK radiance upgrade package complete.
Ongoing and Future work :  
v Assimilate GOES-17 ABI infrared radiance; 
v Migrate satellite radiance DA capability to FV3-based Rapid Refresh Forecast System 

(RRFS) and FV3-based global rapid refresh.

RAP
HRRR

ESRL - GSD

RAP NCEP implementation:
version 1-- May 2012
Version 2 (EnKF hybrid) -- Feb 2014
Version 3 -- Aug 2016
Version 4 --July 2018 
Version 5 – June 2020 (planned)

RAP
HRRR NCEP implementation

Version 1 -- Sept 2014
Version 2 -- August 2016
Version 3 -- July 2018 
Version 4 – June 2020 (planned)

RAPv5 Radiance Updates (Planned June 2020)

BACKGROUND
u Challenges for regional, rapid updating radiance assimilation

§ Bias correction (difficulty due to non-uniform data coverage and small domain)
§ Lower model top (10-hPa for the RAP; channel selection)
§ Data availability issues for real-time use 

Ø Large data latency especially for polar-orbital satellites
Ø Short data cut-off time of hourly system ( ~30 min)

u Goal: Evaluate the impact of real-time radiance data on the hourly 
Rapid Refresh (RAP) mesoscale prediction system; examine ways to 
maximize the very short-term forecast using the satellite radiance data; 
provide upgrades (including new data, e.g., GOES-16 ABI and 
CrIS/ATMS from JPSS) to the operational RAP/HRRR.

Histogram of moisture innovations  [ specific humidity (O-B) normalized by 
background saturation specific humidity ] for the data in 400-800 hPa before 
and after BC

SFOV Temperature Bias Correction 

0-h analysis and 12-h forecast relative humidity bias for Control  run (no SFOV, 
blue), SFOV  with NO bias correction (black) and SFOV with bias correction (red)

Forecast Impact from SFOV Assimilation 

Dry Moist

Moisture
innovations
+15% bias
correction

CNTLSFOV
WITH BC

SFOV
NO BC

Analysis

CNTLSFOV
WITH BC

SFOV
NO BC

12-h forecast

Radiance Channels for RAPv5

u Include GOES-16 ABI infrared radiance data;
u Include CrIS Full-Spectral-Resolution (FSR) data both from NOAA-20

and S-NPP;
u Include ATMS from NOAA-20;
u Include the Direct Broadcast (DB) data from NOAA-20;

GOES-16 ABI Radiance Data Assimilation

% Improvement from DB Data Verified against Raob.

Temperature Relative Humidity Wind

% Improvement from DB Data Verified against CrIS BT
1-hr  3-hr 6-hr 9-hr 12-hr 18-hr

Forecast Impact from New Data sets in RAPv5

12h forecast normalized error reduction (against radiosonde) from new data sets
(individually and combined together) against the control run (09/09/2018-
09/15/2018, using all operational data).

Time series of 6h RH forecast radiosonde verification for different ABI experiments
(05/01/2018-05/08/2018) with QC/error tuning.

CrIS-FSR Channel Selection

Left: Simulated BT for CrIS
FSR 2211 channels with
RAP selected 72 channels
(red), GDAS selected 100
channels (magenta), and
NESDIS selected 431
channels (black). Right:
weighting functions for
selected 72 RAP channels

Normalized improvement
from DB/RARS data for 3-18
h forecast against CrIS
observed BT for (a) chan.
83 (with peak weighting
function at 218 hPa) and (b)
chan. 165 (with peak
weighting function at 814
hPa), and (c) 6-h normalized
improvement from
DB/RARS data for 6-h
forecast against all used
CrIS channels. Forecast
verification was calculated
on a 3-week (09/01/2017-
09/21/2017) retro period.
CRTM was used to
calculate the simulated BT
from model forecast and
the simulated BT was
compared with the time
(<30 min.) and spatial co-
located observed CrIS BT.

(a)

(c)

(b)

8%

10%

6%

4-week raob. 
verification

One-Month ABI O-B Evaluation 

ABI Experiments with QC/Error Tuning 

ABI Assimilation vs. CNTL

One-month (May02-May31 2018) (a) O-B mean bias and standard deviation for
baseline cloud mask radiance data (blue) and enterprise cloud mask radiance data
(red) for 9 infrared ABI channels, (b) time series mean bias for three water vapor
channels for enterprise cloud mask radiances.

12-h fcst. Normalized Errors from New Data Sets

1-12 fcst. Relative Humidity Verification

(b)

Forecast Impact from Direct Broadcast (DB) Data

Sep09-Sep15 2018

6h 
RH

All new radiance

CNTL (RAPv4)

Better

Time series of 6h and 12h RH forecast radiosonde verification for GOES-16 ABI
experiments (05/01/2018-05/08/2018) compared with the control run (RAPv4 setting
without ABI).

one week raob. verification

Radiance Observation Counts w/ and w/o DB Data

(a)

Stacked bar charts indicating the
number of observations for the
various satellite radiance data
types for all the hours of a
sample day. The top chart shows
the counts for the experiment
with all the data, while the bottom
chart shows the counts when the
DB and RARS data are removed.
The red numbers associated with
the brackets give the % of
observations retained for
averages of 3 1-h cycles and the
smaller red numbers (with % sign
omitted) give the hourly % of
observations retained.

HRRR-AK Radiance DA

Normalized improvement from radiance data for 3-12 h HRRR-AK forecast against CrIS
observed BT for (a) chan. 148 (with peak weighting function at 450 hPa) and (b) chan.
168 (with peak weighting function at 742 hPa), and (c) 6-h normalized improvement from
radiance data against all used CrIS channels. with the time (<30 min.) and spatial co-
located observed CrIS BT. The control HRRR-AK run (May01-May07 2018) used all
operational data.

5%

1-hr  3-hr 6-hr 9-hr 12-hr 18-hr 1-hr  3-hr 6-hr 9-hr 12-hr 18-hr

6h

(c)

(a) (b) (c)



1715                    1730 1745      1800        1815                             1830

Merged lightning strokes/15 min.

MRMS Composite Reflectivity

SATCAST filtered Cloud Top Cooling (K/15 min.)

1 hour forecast CREF valid 19Z

Bitzer, P.M. and Burchfield, J.C., 2016. Bayesian techniques to analyze and merge lightning locating system data. Geophysical Research Letters, 43(24), pp. 12,605-12,613. 

The High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) is a convection-resolving hourly-updated model run operationally by NOAA to provide detailed forecast guidance for 
thunderstorms and other hazardous weather. Convective weather phenomena are initialized within the HRRR via a latent-heating adjustment procedure, relying primarily on 
radar reflectivity observations, to provide realistic and accurate short-term severe weather forecasts. Radar reflectivity observations are augmented by lightning observations 
from ground-based sensing networks to enhance heating at convective cores and to supplement areas of low radar coverage. 

The Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) instruments onboard the GOES-16 and GOES-17 satellites provide continuous detection of total lightning throughout the HRRR 
domain and surrounding areas at about a 10-km resolution. The satellite data further complement reflectivity and ground-based lightning detections for storms over data sparse 
regions (primarily oceanic regions adjacent to North America for the RAP/HRRR systems), offering improved capability to determine the extent and intensity of storms in these 
areas. In experimental HRRR configurations, we augment the assimilation of ground-based lightning data with that of GLM by merging the two datasets prior to ingest. 

Another new source of information regarding the onset of convective weather is the SATCAST product developed at U. Huntsville. The product includes cloud object 
tracking and cloud-top cooling rates (CTCR) derived from GOES-R ABI products; high rate of cooling indicates rapid cloud top rise and developing convection. These data can 
be used to identify nascent storms earlier than high radar reflectivity or dense lightning can be observed. The CTCR data are assimilated experimentally into HRRR using the 
same latent-heating scheme used to assimilate radar and lightning and show benefit in representation of storms that are just initiating at analysis time.

Assimilation of GOES-R GLM Lightning Data and 
Cloud-Top Cooling Information in the High-Resolution 

Rapid Refresh Analysis and Forecasting System
A. Back, S. S. Weygandt, C. R. Alexander, T. L. Smith, G. Ge, E. P. James, M. Hu, D. M. Kingfield, S. Benjamin, J. R. Mecikalski

corresponding author: A. Back, amanda.back@noaa.gov hitespace

MRMS CREF

CH. 2 GOES-16 VIS
Merged NLDN+GLM w/ dilation

Control (NLDN lightning) CTL+Cloud-Top Cooling Rate

CTL+Filtered CTCR

3 hour forecast CREF valid 21Z MRMS CREF

CH. 2 GOES-16 VIS

Merged NLDN+GLM w/ dilation

Control (NLDN lightning) CTL+Cloud-Top Cooling Rate

CTL+Filtered CTCR

19Z Observations

21Z Observations

� 30 forecasts initiated 15Z -- 0Z, Jul 19-22 2019 (22 forecasts for SATCAST tests)
� Experimental configurations:

� Merged lightning data: Merge GLM groups to NLDN strokes (Bitzer & Burchfield, 
2016) then cluster into flashes
� Merging thresholds similar to Bitzer & Burchfield and others (merging LIS to 

ground-based sensing networks): 20 km and10 ms
� Flash clustering similar to Vaisala for NLDN (ground-based detections)

• No lightning ingest• NLDN lightning• NLDN lightning dilated to 
neighboring grid points

• Merged NLDN+GLM• Merged lightning dilated to 
neighboring grid points

• CTCR ingest, GOES-16• CTCR ingest, GOES 16 +17• CTCR filtered by SATCAST 
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OBS

SUMMARY
• Experiments conducted assimilating novel satellite-based convection indicators into the High Resolution Rapid Refresh over a 3 day period, July 2018 using latent heating 

adjustment procedure
• Quantitative verification indicates both observation types increase forecast skill
• Cases studied show GLM lightning detections improve storm representation outside radar range
• Cases studied show SATCAST cloud-top cooling rate improves storm representation earlier than radar detections
FUTURE WORK
• Currently conducting experiments to further illustrate skill for other seasons and regions of CONUS
• Real-time ingest in experimental HRRR maintained by NOAA/ESRL to commence shortly
• Finalizing parameters for GLM merging/dilation
• Evaluating alternatives to latent heating scheme for future operational implementations

• GLM and CTCR ingest capabilities transition to operations with 1st operational RRFS implementation (~2023)

7/20/2019 23Z test case
3 hour forecast CREF valid 2Z 7/21

Observations valid 2Z 7/21

NO lightning run 23Z+3 CH. 2 GOES-16 VIS

7/20/2019 18Z test case

SAMPLE COMPARISON OF CONVECTIVE INDICATORS

Bitzer, P.M. and Burchfield, J.C., 2016. Bayesian techniques to analyze and merge lightning locating system 
data. Geophysical Research Letters, 43(24), pp. 12,605-12,613. 

Mecikalski, J. R. and Bedka, K. M., 2006. Forecasting Convective Initiation by Monitoring the Evolution of 
Moving Cumulus in Daytime GOES Imagery. Monthly Weather Review, 134(1), pp. 49-78. 

Thanks to E. Szoke and D. Bikos (CIRA) for GOES-16 ABI imagery

FURTHER READING

CSI = 0.1



GLM Use and Feedback in the NOAA Hazardous Weather Testbed
Kristin Calhoun, Ti�any Meyer, Eric Bruning, Chris Schultz, Jonathan Smith, Adrian Campbell 

1National Severe Storms Laboratory, Norman, OK;  Cooperative Institute for Mesoscale Meteorological Studies, Norman, OK;  3Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX;  NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, AL

FED

Flash Energy

Flash Area

Event Density

Group Area

Flash Centroid

Group Centroid

(0.67)

(0.63)

(0.25)

(0.19)

(-0.33)

(-1.27)

(-1.48)
Not at all Useful       (-2)
Somewhat Useful   (-1)
Moderately Useful   (0)
Very Useful      (1)
Extremely Useful      (2)

FED

Flash Energy

Flash Area

Event Density

Group Area

Flash Centroid

Group Centroid
None          (-2)
Low            (-1)
Medium     (0)
High            (1)
Very High  (2)

(0.48)

(0.22)

(0.31)

(0.17)

(-0.26)

(-0.95)

(-1.00)

2018
Survey Results

None          (-2)
Low            (-1)
Medium     (0)
High            (1)
Very High  (2)

(1.19)

(0.75)

(0.60)

(0.59)

(0.45)

(-0.18)

(-0.09)

FED

Flash Energy

Min Flash Area

Event Density

AvgFlash Area

Group Area

Flash Centroids
Not at all Useful       (-2)
Somewhat Useful   (-1)
Moderately Useful   (0)
Very Useful      (1)
Extremely Useful      (2)

(0.76)

(0.51)

(0.26)

(-0.02)

(-0.07)

(-0.68)

(-1.00)

FED

Flash Energy

Min Flash Area

Event Density

AvgFlash Area

Group Area

Flash Centroids

2019
Survey Results

Did you �nd any of the following speci�c GLM products useful today? 
[rank each product for today’s weather from ‘Not at all Useful’ to 
‘Extremely Useful’]. Why?

What was your con�dence (i.e., your understanding) of each of these GLM 
products? [rank each from ‘None’ to ‘Very High’]. What in�uenced this?

Products are sorted by decreasing average in each 
plot. Averages (to right of product name on y-axis) 
were calculated according to points shown in legend. 
All rankings are centered on the ‘middle’ (zero) value 
for comparison (dashed vertical line).  The length of 
each horizontal line is equal to the number of fore-
casters that provided a ranking for that product.

1) Di�erences between satellite with the ground-based lightning detection systems

Forecasters were encouraged to overlay the ground-based systems (including both IC lightning from ENTLN and CG data 

from NLDN) over the GLM data.  This was suggested to provide a holistic view of lightning activity - the spatial extent from 

GLM and IC / CG ratio and locations from the ground-based networks. However, this suggestion often led to discussion on 

why the products often showed di�erent values and trends. 

2) The utility of GLM products in 
pulse convective environments, 
anticipating storm growth or dis-
sipation, and IDSS applications. 

Forecasters found the data the most useful for 

monitoring trends for marginally severe storms 

for signs of intensi�cation or dissipation.  Addi-

tionally, due to the unique gridding of the full 

spatial extent of lightning (see image, right), 

forecasters also commonly highlighted the po-

tential use for decision-support services.

3) Increased con�dence in warning decisions when GLM products 
matched trends from other observational platforms.

 The gridded GLM products allowed forecasters to e�ciently match the GLM data with satellite, 

lightning and radar trends.  In cases where the total �ash rate trends, as noted from FED, matched 

trends from either base radar or ProbSevere, forecasters commonly noted increased con�dence and 

easier warning decisions.  

4) GLM minimum �ash is much better than GLM average �ash size 
for convective-scale applications.

Since trends in the smallest �ashes are most directly related to intense updrafts, active 

charging of hydrometeors, and regions of high turbulence, forecasters had more use for the 

minimum �ash area product instead of average

“[From an] IDSS standpoint, the Minimum Flash Area and FED proved that it’s necessary to look at both GLM 
products and ground based lightning products to see the “total” picture. The GLM products captured a larger 
�ash that extended out into the stratiform area behind the main line that is not seen in the ENTLN and NLDN 
products. This information can be especially important for Airport Weather Warnings and/or outdoor venues.”  

16 May 2019, Blog Post: ‘IDSS usage from GLM minimum �ash area”

The increases in FED coincided with low areas of Minimum Flash Area. The 
MRMS -20C Re�ectivity product shows the strengthening updrafts over the 
same time frame. The GLM products increased con�dence in a decision to 
issue two SVRs.”  
22 May 2019, Blog Post: “GLM predicting strengthening updrafts”

“While deciding whether or not to issue a warning I also looked at [�ash 
area] GLM data to see if there were new �ashes developing which can be in-
dicative of growing convection. That �ashes aligned with radar and in-
creased my con�dence that storms would intensify. That lead to me issuing 
a severe thunderstorm warning. The prob severe data also ramped up. So I 
felt con�dent about my warning.”
4 June 2019, Blog Post: “Spring�eld Storms”
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Polar Satellite Microwave Observations of Severe Convective Storms:
A Study of Post-Tropical Cyclone Sandy as a Mesoscale Convective System

Kenneth L. Pryor 
Center for Satellite  Applications and Research (NOAA/NESDIS), College Park, MD

Physics Department, University of Maryland, Baltimore County

References are available by request.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

*

Convective storms that generate hail, lightning, and damaging winds
have been identified as a formidable hazard to life and property. Even
more impactful are stronger storms that generate and loft liquid-
phase hydrometeors to high altitudes where freezing occurs and
collisions between drops, graupel, and ice crystals lead to
electrification. Condensate loading, sometimes combined with the
lateral entrainment of subsaturated air in the storm middle level,
initiates the convective downdraft. The subsequent melting of frozen
hydrometeors and subcloud evaporation of liquid precipitation, in
conjunction with precipitation loading, result in the cooling and
negative buoyancy that accelerate the downdraft in the unsaturated
layer. A downburst, in general, is defined as a strong downdraft
that induces an outburst of damaging winds at or near the ground,
and a microburst as a very small downburst with an outflow
diameter of less than 4 km and a lifetime of less than 5 minutes.

Conceptual models of downburst generation within ordinary thunderstorms and
mesoscale convective systems.

Elevated convection involves the process of convective lifting of air
initiated above the planetary boundary layer and can be locally
enhanced by diabatic heating in a zone of frontogenesis. This process
can be especially favored with landfalling tropical cyclones that
interact with a baroclinic environment that establishes a solenoidal
circulation superimposed on a frontal boundary. The baroclinic setting
that favors frontogenesis in the vicinity of a tropical cyclone (TC),
which can eventually result in extratropical transition (ET), also
favors the significant intrusion of mid-tropospheric “dry”
(unsaturated) air that typically impinges on the front or right
semicircles of the tropical cyclone. Initially associated with large scale
TC tornado outbreaks, the midlevel dry intrusion into remnant eye
wall convection and inner convective rainbands may also favor severe
and damaging surface outflow (downburst) winds fostered by
evaporational and sublimational cooling and enhanced by ice-phase
precipitation loading and downward horizontal momentum transport.

a)

b)

3. Elevated MCS Development after TC Landfall

GFS Final (“FNL”) Operational Global Analysis dataset at 0000
UTC 30 October 2012, near the time of Sandy’s landfall, is
applied to study the vertical structure of the troposphere in
the left-front quadrant region. Theta-e cross sections more
effectively show this region as a large elevated mesoscale
convective system (MCS) with strong, warm updrafts,
overlying cold downdrafts that comprise the cold pool region
over Piney Run (PNR) to Beltsville (BLT), Maryland. Evidently,
the theta-e profiles correspond to maximum surface winds
recorded between BLT and Horn Point (HPL).

Theta-e cross section imagery highlights the role of elevated
convection in the left front quadrant of the post-TC in the
generation of heavy precipitation and damaging winds, as
recorded by the MDE wind profiler at Horn Point (HPLMD):

2. Extratropical Transition and Landfall of Post-TC Sandy, 
29-30 October 2012

During the evening of 29 October 2012, category 1 Post-Tropical
Cyclone (TC) Sandy made landfall on the Atlantic coast of New
Jersey near Atlantic City. Prior to landfall, Sandy was in the process
of extratropical transition (ET) that entailed a warm core seclusion
(WCS) stage that resulted in a secondary peak in intensity. This type
of ET favored the development of a band of heavy precipitation in
the left-front quadrant of the storm and the subsequent generation
of severe and damaging surface winds over the Mid-Atlantic region
as Post-TC Sandy tracked westward inland.

DMSP F-16 SSMIS and Metop-A IASI microwave (MW) sounding
profiles display significant mid-tropospheric drying near the TC
center at the time of landfall (left) and farther inland within the left-
front quadrant (right). A convective rainband developed in the
potential vorticity (PV) gradient region south of the eye of Post-TC
Sandy, with a prominent dry-air intrusion apparent in F-17 SSMIS 92
GHz brightness temperature (BT) imagery:

Text
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Example of supplemental quantitative ash 
chart produced by the UK MET office.

Volcanic Ash Forecasting for Aviation
Alice M. Crawford 1, Allison M. Ring 1,2, Binyu Wang3, Barbara J. B. Stunder 2, Tianfeng Chai1,2, Justin Sieglaff 4, Michael J. Pavolonis 5

2 Cooperative Institute for Satellite Earth System 
Studies, University of Maryland, College Park, MD
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Some of this work is part of the JPSS Initiative for Improving Volcanic Hazard Monitoring and Forecasting.

HYSPLIT is NOAA’s operational  Lagrangian atmospheric transport and 
dispersion model. It can provide forecasts of concentration for emergency 
response quickly.  https://www.ready.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php

Objective

Background

Utilize modeling and observations to 
develop quantitative volcanic ash concentration nowcasts and 

forecasts which  communicate uncertainty. 

HYSPLIT  Model Toolbox
Observations are critical 

to quantify and reduce uncertainty

VOLcanic Cloud Analysis Toolkit
(VOLCAT) is a NOAA funded project 
directed by Michael Pavolonis at 
NOAA NESDIS/CIMSS.
Multiple geostationary and low-
earth orbiting satellite data are 
used to detect global volcanic 
activity. Automatic alerts are 
provided. 
https://volcano.ssec.wisc.edu/
M. J. Pavolonis, Sieglaff, J., Cintineo, J., “Spectrally Enhanced 
Cloud Objects - A generalized framework for automated 
detection of volcanic ash and dust clouds using passive satellite 
measurements: 1. Multispectral analysis.”  JGR: Atmospheres
(2015).  https://doi.org/10.1002/2014JD022968

Top Height of Volcanic Ash

Column Mass Loading

Crawford,  et al.,  (2016)  Initializing HYSPLIT with satellite observations of volcanic ash: A case study of the 
2008 Kasatochi eruption J. of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres, 121,  p 10,786,  doi:10.1002/2016D024779

Dispersion model Ensembles

2019 Feb 25 Small eruption of Reventador.

Gray - Number of Model 
Runs with C > 0.2 mg/m3

Blue VOLCAT 
mass loading (g/m2)
from GOES16

Ensemble generated by driving HYSPLIT with 10 
ECMWF ERA5 ensemble members

Washington VAAC: https://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products/atmosphere/vaac/ 

Volcanic ash advisory centers (VAACs) are responsible for issuing Volcanic 
Ash Advisories (VAAs) for volcanic ash emissions in their area (shown 
above) according to International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 
guidelines. NOAA houses 2 of the 9 VAACs. 
Currently, the VAA is a text and graphical product. Areas of discernable ash 
at 0, 6, 12, 18 hours are indicated by a polygon.

VAA issued for Reventador (Ecuador) by
The Washington VAAC on 25 Feb 2019.
VAAs were issued for Reventador almost 
every day in 2019. 
https://www.ssd.noaa.gov/VAAC/messages.html

VAA issued for ash from Raikoke (Kuril Islands) 
by the Anchorage VAAC on 25 Feb 2019. This 
large eruption produced a long lived ash cloud.

0 h +6 h

+12 h +18 h

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/services/transport/aviation/regulated/
vaac/concentration-charts

ICAO specifications for VAAs are likely to change 
significantly in the near future, including 
requirements for quantitative estimates of ash.  
Changes are in response to evolving needs of 
aviation stakeholders, a better understanding of 
the impact of ash on engines, and improved 
observational and modeling capabilities. 

11/21/2019 Cojoint 7th WMO VAAC Best Practices Workshop 9th

WMO/IUGG Volcanic Ash Scientific Advisory Group (VASAG) Meeting. 
https://www.wmo.int/aemp/VAAC-BP-7-VASAG-9

Volcanic ash is a major aviation hazard which can cause engine failure.
Current guidance is complete avoidance of volcanic ash by aircraft.  

VAAs are issued as 
soon as possible 
and within 20 
minutes of 
detection of an 
eruption. 

ALICE CRAWFORD alice.crawford@noaa.gov AIR RESOURCES LABORATORY, COLLEGE PARK, MD

Data Insertion
Construct an initialization for the dispersion model at the time and location of an 
observation. This technique is fast and can help correct for errors in NWP winds 

or HYSPLIT model parameterizations.
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VOLCAT mass loading (from Himawari)
12 hours after eruption start. Used to 
construct initialization for HYSPLIT.

Data insertion HYSPLIT forecast for 24 
hours after eruption start. Model run 
started 12 hours after eruption with 
mass initialized at locations shown in 
observations above.  

VOLCAT mass loading 24  hours after 
eruption start.
Compare to forecast and then create a 
new model initialization. 
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Eruption of Raikoke in 
June 2019 produced a 
large long lived ash 
cloud.

Combine information from multiple model 
runs to convey uncertainty in the forecast. 
Multiple runs can be constructed by 
1. utilizing NWP ensemble output
2. Varying HYSPLIT parameterizations
3. Varying initializations
4. Multi-model (HYSPLIT and NWP 

forecasts)

Future

Primary source of volcanic cloud observations is satellite.

https://www.ready.noaa.gov/hysplitash-bin/vaac1a.py

Semi-Automated Workflow

There are many different kinds of products 
which can be constructed from the output of 
a dispersion model ensemble. To the right is 
an example which indicates the number of 
model runs which forecast concentrations 
greater than a given threshold level.   

Amount of information which must be ingested as well as produced is 
increasing. The workflow which produces a VAA will become more 
automated. For instance VOLCAT alerts often reduce time to detect an 
eruption.  Modeling tasks will be automated or semi-automated. 

Ash Cloud from August 2008 Eruption of Kasatochi (blue triangle) approximately 
3.5 days after end of eruption. Ash from the eruption was pulled into a passing 
low pressure system.  The ash traveled as a fairly cohesive block within the area 
of low pressure for several days.   

m
g

/
m

3

HYSPLIT output (driven by one member of the GEFS).
Blue lines outline satellite retrieval shown above.

Possible false 
alarm detection?

Main “body” of ash consisting 
of many thin layers which 
cover a large altitude range. 

“Ribbons” of ash 
mostly existing at 
one thin level

Bifurcation point in 
flow. 

Possible ash 
outside of view of 
satellite

Modeling provides forecasts and can reduce uncertainty 
in nowcasting. 

Concentration is the relevant 
quantity for aviation. 0.2  and 
2 mg/m3 have been proposed 
as significant threshold values.  

Though smaller, this eruption was difficult to 
forecast due to high wind shear, the 
placement of which was not captured well in 
the models.  

Inversion Algorithms

Emission terms are obtained by searching for the emissions that would create 
model predictions which best match observations.

• Produce better long term forecasts by creating a more accurate initialization. 
Significantly less likely to over or under estimate concentrations. 

• Emissions may be fed into a numerical weather prediction, NWP, model. 

Estimated emissions from 2008 
eruption of Kasatochi

Tianfeng Chai,  et al.,  (2017)  Improving 
volcanic ash predictions with the HYSPLIT 
dispersion model by assimilating MODIS 
satellite retrievals Atmos. Chem.  Phys., 17, 
p1-15 doi:10.5194/acp-17-1-2017
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Concentration estimated from 
VOLCAT mass loading (from MODIS) 
by assuming cloud thickness of 500m.
Distal ash clouds usually consist of 
thin layers. 

Height of ash is in 
flight levels FL 
which is 100’s of 
feet.

3 IMSG at NOAA NWS NCEP EMC
College Park, MD

https://www.ready.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php
https://volcano.ssec.wisc.edu/
https://doi.org/10.1002/2014JD022968
https://www.ssd.noaa.gov/VAAC/messages.html
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/services/transport/aviation/regulated/vaac/concentration-charts
https://www.wmo.int/aemp/VAAC-BP-7-VASAG-9
mailto:alice.crawford@noaa.gov
https://www.ready.noaa.gov/hysplitash-bin/vaac1a.py
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Figure 3. GOES-16 5-min CONUS
Sector CIRA GeoColor product over
Hurricane Dorian at a) 1300 UTC
and b) 1305 UTC shown with c) the
1302 UTC meso-sector and d) the
interpolated GeoColor derived
using the Farnebäck (2001) DOF
system. Red Arrows highlight the
differences between the
interpolated product in d) and the
actual product in c).

➢ “Optical Flow” (OF) is the distribution of apparent velocities of movement of
brightness patterns in an image (Horn and Schunk 1981)

➢ Deriving OF is a fundamental task in geostationary satellite image analysis
1. OF can be used to track features through time sequences
2. Tracking cloud-drift motion is used to produce operational Atmospheric

Motion Vectors (AMVs; Velden et al. 1997; Daniels et al. 2010)
3. Motion of features can also be used for decision making tools, such as

diagnosis of tropical cyclone intensity, derivation of local vertical wind
shear, snow vs. cloud identification, or determining observed deep
convection severity (Apke et al. 2020)

4. Using simultaneous scans from a satellite pair, OF serves as a pixel
matching method to identify feature altitude (Stereoscopy)

➢ As satellite imagery improves (in temporal, spatial, spectral, and radiometric
resolution), so to does our ability to resolve motion in image pairs

➢ The goal of this work is to bring cutting edge OF techniques and their benefits
to GOES-R series satellite research and operations

Introduction

➢ The computer vision community has mitigated or resolved issues associated
with the PM techniques to retrieve “Dense” OF fields, where motion is
derived at every image pixel (e.g. Fortun et al. 2015)

➢ Many DOF derivation methods are based on solving large systems of linear
equations set up by assuming a few things about DOF behavior:

1. The displacements are small
2. The brightness (or brightness gradient) only changes due to motion
3. The flow can be regularized (translation or deformation varies slowly)

➢ The temporal resolution of the Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) improves the
assumptions above and enables the derivation of DOF on satellite imagery!

➢ At CIRA, we have developed a system of ABI-product leveraging DOF schemes,
and are experimenting with applications for satellite remote sensing

➢ In this poster, we show products that are possible using techniques by Sun et
al. (2014) and Farnebäck (2001) to derive DOF modified by ABI channels

Dense Optical Flow Methods

Mesoscale Winds
➢ Combining DOF with cloud-top height products enables AMV-like wind

estimation with feature resolution of ~10 km wavelengths (meso-scale)
➢ Real-time tests show how mesoscale winds can highlight flows relevant to

operations (e.g. accelerating horizontal flows with vertical cloud growth Fig. 2)
➢ Preliminary validation using wind profiling Lidar samples suggest GOES-R DOF

derivation approaches are performing on-par with AMVs (Table 1)

➢ Successful DOF derivation, now possible with GOES-R series ABI imagery, leads
to a myriad of new products for operational and research users

➢ Winds and interpolation highlight flows important for meteorology operations
➢ Image Warping enables computation of pixel-level time rates of change for

moving fields, such as cloud-top cooling rates of moving convection
➢ DOF methods are constantly evolving, and research is underway to evaluate

cutting edge approaches, and determine how these new approaches will aid in
ongoing product development

Conclusions and Future Work

Image Warping
➢ Knowing DOF allows research and operational meteorologists to create

“warped” images, where brightness (e.g. Fig. 4a) at some previous (or future)
time is adjusted in the grid to correct for its motion from the current time

➢ Without correcting for cloud motion, cloud-top cooling of moving convection
sampled in the 10.3-μm infrared band cannot be resolved (Fig. 4b)

➢ Warping is essential for operational users and decision-making tools that
need time-rates of change for moving fields (e.g. convection initiation cloud-
top cooling detected at black arrows in Fig. 4c)

Other Possible Products
➢ Several new DOF based products are currently under development, including:

1. Stereoscopy (cloud-top and feature altitude from multiple satellites)
2. Feature forward extrapolation
3. Motion/CIRA product blending
4. Deep convection cloud-top divergence and vorticity from winds

Image Temporal Interpolation
➢ Brightness motion estimates enable temporal interpolation of products

between scanned image frames (e.g. 1-min meso-sectors on demand!)
➢ Interpolated GeoColor products highlight important mesoscale motions and

are close to true meso-sector imagery (Fig. 3)
➢ Interpolation struggles in areas with fast motion and deep convection

Current Optical Flow Techniques
➢ Most AMV and stereoscopy algorithms use Patch Matching (PM), where targets

(e.g. 5x5 pixel boxes) are iteratively compared to candidate targets within a
search region in the next image (Fig. 1, Left)

➢ Tracked features are quality controlled to ensure PM is an efficient and effective
OF method

➢ Quality control removes targets where the sum-of-square-error minimization
and cross-correlation maximization to find matching candidates fails

➢ Advantages: Computationally efficient, simple to understand, simple to
implement, handles large displacements

➢ Disadvantages: Natural scenes contain motion types which cannot be resolved
with PM techniques (Fig. 1, Right), PM only returns motion for a subset of the
image pixels (e.g. a Sparse OF system), can be susceptible to noise

Figure 2. (Top) The 13 Jan 2020 GOES-16 a) 0.64-μm
visible imagery, b) Sun et al. (2014) dense optical
flow (where grey is stationary), c) GOES-R ABI Cloud-
Height Algorithm cloud-top heights, and d) color
scales used for b) and c), shown with the 18 UTC
analysis Global Forecast System vertical wind profile
for the region.
Table 1. (Right) Validation (Bias/Mean-Vector
Difference; MVD) for DOF winds compared to wind-
profiling Lidar data, shown with AMV statistics.

Corresponding Author Email: 
jason.apke@colostate.edu

Figure 1. (Left) Schematic
of the PM Optical Flow
scheme, and (Right) the
types of cloud evolution
where PM fails.

Algorithm Bias (m s-1)* MVD (m s-1)*

Modified-Sun et al. (2014) (IR Ch-7) -0.798 3.101

Farnebäck (2001) (visible imagery) -0.114 2.272

GOES-R AMVs (IR Ch-7) from 
Daniels et al. (2018)**

< |-0.5| ~2.9-4.5

GOES-R AMVs (Visible Ch-2) from 
Daniels et al. (2018)**

< |0.5| ~2.8-3.7
Figure 4. The 10 Jan 2020 GOES-16 column a) 10.3-μm infrared imagery, column b) the 10.3-μm brightness
temperature cooling over 5-min without warping for motion, and column c) the 10.3-μm brightness temperature
cooling using warping provided by the Farnebäck (2001) DOF algorithm. The black arrows highlight locations of deep
convection initiation, and the red circle highlights benign cumulus which produces large cooling magnitudes without
correcting for motion.

**DOF derived on 23 April 2019 from the GOES-17 meso-sector domain (0055 UTC-0300 UTC) over the pacific coast
of the United States, AMV validation statistics come from a larger sample of comparisons to rawinsondes

https://www.goes-r.gov/products/baseline-derived-motion-winds.html
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Abstract
The Aerospace Cloud Mask (ArCM) utility aids the creation of manually-curated 
ground-truth cloud masks based on Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite 
(VIIRS) moderate-resolution band (M-band) Sensor Data Record (SDR) input. 
Ground-truth masks produced via ArCM are being used to validate output of 
the VIIRS Enterprise Cloud Mask (ECM) for particularly challenging scenes. 
ArCM users are able to define and load M-band RGB composite images and 
efficiently annotate pixels as cloud or no cloud. Pixels may be annotated via 
user-defined data filters, via custom-polygon definitions, or at the pixel-by-
pixel level. To aid in filter design, users may output band values to the screen 
through point and click functionality. Users may display geolocated or flat 
single-band images with custom colormaps to better reveal cloud features. 
Additionally, parameters of the corresponding ECM may be displayed at the 
image scale and/or on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Final ground-truth is output in an 
ASCII format that can be easily leveraged for ECM validation purposes. Utility 
may be extended to other satellite data sources through a back-end 
modification, and the potential exists to also leverage output as ground-truth 
for training machine-learning algorithms. Thus far, the ArCM tool has been 
used to build ground-truth masks, which represent several million annotated 
cloudy pixels, for several VIIRS granules.  

Introduction

ArCM facilitates effective creation of ground-truth 

cloud masks from VIIRS imagery

© 2020 The Aerospace Corporation
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• ArCM facilitates the manual creation of ground-truth cloud 
masks for VIIRS satellite imagery
• Offers means to effectively annotate O(100K)+ cloudy 

pixels/granule
• Created to aid VIIRS ECM validation 
• Software Requirements:

• Free MATLAB Compiler Runtime (R2015b)
• No MATLAB license required

• Inputs: VIIRS SDR M-band imagery
• Cloud masking functionality:

• User-defined layered data filters
• User-defined polygons
• Pixel-by-pixel annotations
• Zoomable annotation regions

• Analysis functionality:
• Single-band/ECM views with ground-truth overlay
• Pixel-level band summaries with decoded ECM

• Output:
• ASCII cloud-mask representation
• Binary representation editable by ArCM

ArCM Annotated Granules (Ongoing)

Cloud Mask Annotation/Visualization

Zoomable Annotation Window

Decoded ECM with Ground-Truth Overlay

Polygon Cloud-Mask Generation

Filter-based Cloud-Mask 
Generation

# Date Location ID Goal

1 28MAR18 So. U.S. / MX j01_d20180328_t1913562_e1915207_b01851 Test case on initial data pull. 
Variety of cloud types.

2 28SEP19 Sahel, Africa j01_d20190928_t1228365_e1229592_b09636 Small, low-clouds, many  
“probable” results

3 23OCT19 Afghanistan j01_d20191023_t0803132_e0804377_b09988 Cloud over snow

4 08NOV19 Afghanistan j01_d20191108_t0802025_e0803253_b10215 Cloud over snow

5 14JAN20 AK/B.C./Yukon j01_d20200114_t2044083_e2045328_b11173 Extreme valley cold

*All example imagery/mask results from granule #5 – Afghan mountains; cloud over snow

Approved for Public Release OTR 2020-00408





1. Introduction

GOES-16 Atmospheric Motion Vectors (AMVs) were declared operational at NOAA/NESDIS on

June 1, 2017. GOES-17 AMVs are currently being closely evaluated by the GOES-R Algorithm

Working Group (AWG) winds product team in light of the GOES-17 ABI cooling system anomaly

and in preparation for formal validation reviews.

Efforts to validate and characterize the quality of AMVs from both GOES-16 and GOES-17 continue.

A number of deep-dive analysis tools were developed to support this ongoing effort. More

specifically, a stand-alone tool has been developed that permits the generation of AMVs for selected

target scenes and deep-dive analysis of individual AMVs on a case by case basis. This tool, capable of

displaying detailed output from the two major components of the wind derivation process (height

assignment and tracking), allows for a more thorough examination of individual AMV target scenes.

Another tool was developed that interrogates a database of collocated AMVs and rawinsondes to

identify and isolate outlier AMVs for further study utilizing the stand-alone tool. The spatially and

temporally collocated rawinsonde wind observations provide the necessary ground truth. The

combination of these tools and others has been and continues to be critical to understanding and

characterizing errors associated with the derived winds. This poster will present in depth GOES-16/17

case study results and findings from the use of all the validation and deep-dive tools noted above.

Use of Deep-Dive Analysis Tools to Validate GOES-16/17 

Atmospheric Motion Vectors

Andrew Bailey1, Jaime Daniels2, Wayne Bresky1, Americo Allegrino1, Steve Wanzong3, Chris Velden3

I.M. Systems Group (IMSG), Inc.1

NOAA/NESDIS, Center for Satellite Applications and Research (STAR)2

University of Wisconsin, Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS)3

2. Deep-Dive Case Study Analysis 
Deep-dive analysis tools, developed to both isolate outliers in the AMV vs. RAOB match verification

database and evaluate detailed output from the two major components of the wind derivation process

(height assignment and tracking), are utilized to better characterize AMV errors on a case by case

basis. Coordination between the Winds and Cloud AWGs on these cases have led to a better

understanding and improvement of overall AMV quality.

Case 1: GOES-16/17 Overlap Region Comparison – Band 14 AMV

GOES-17 AMV vs. RAOB

03/29/2019  00 UTC

GOES-16 AMV vs. RAOB

03/29/2019  00 UTC

GOES-17 AMV vs. Brownsville, TX RAOB

GOES-16 AMV vs. Brownsville, TX RAOBGOES-17 AMV vs. Brownsville, TX RAOB

Brownsville, TX RAOB

GOES-17 AMV
Assigned Height (mb) – 516mb

Level of Best Fit (mb) - 506mb

Speed Bias = 0.25 mps

Vdiff = 1.52 mps

Brownsville, TX RAOB

Brownsville, TX
03/29/2019

23:24 UTC

GOES-17 GOES-16

GOES-16 AMV
Assigned Height (mb) – 504mb

Level of Best Fit (mb) - 492mb

Speed Bias = -0.46 mps

Vdiff = 0.99 mps

Full Disk images have been remapped to Mercator projection. The nominal image times are the same, but actual scan

times of overlap region differ by a few minutes. The feature being tracked is the same from each satellite with a

consistent and good quality result from each.

Selected output from the stand-alone processing tool showing largest tracking clusters, CTP field and histograms, and

line/element scatter plot of motion (reverse timestep). For this case there was good agreement between the two retrieved

vectors.

CTP – Entire Scene

CTP – Largest Cluster
CTP – Entire Scene

CTP – Largest Cluster

2. Deep-Dive Case Study Analysis (cont.) 

Case 2: GOES-16/17 Overlap Region Upper Level Slow Bias – Band 14 AMV

GOES-17 AMV vs. RAOB

07/08/2019  00 UTC

GOES-16 AMV vs. RAOB

07/08/2019  00 UTC

Great Falls, MT

07/08/2019 23:18 UTC

Full Disk images have been remapped to Mercator projection. The nominal image times are the same, but actual

scan times of overlap region differ by a few minutes. The feature being tracked is the same from each satellite

with consistent feature tracking results from each.

Ground Truth (Great Falls, MT RAOB) indicates Baseline algorithm height assignments for both retrievals were

too high in the atmosphere (too low in P). The large height error combined with a strong gradient in vertical wind

shear leads to large slow speed biases for both vectors.

GOES-17 AMV
Assigned Height (mb) – 324mb

Level of Best Fit (mb) - 459mb

Speed Bias = -13.17 mps

Vdiff = 13.57 mps

GOES-16 AMV
Assigned Height (mb) – 330mb

Level of Best Fit (mb) - 459mb

Speed Bias = -12.89 mps

Vdiff = 13.03 mps

AMV Height

Great Falls, MT RAOB
Great Falls, MT RAOB

GOES-17

Selected output from the AMV Stand-alone processing tool showing largest tracking clusters, CTP field and

histograms, and line/element scatter plot of motion (forward timestep). For this case Histogram and CTP plots

show large spread in heights, as well as two peaks in CTP values indicating a multi-level cloud scene.

The Dominant Cloud Type from the Baseline output for both vectors is “Thick Ice.” However, that parameter is

derived from the entire target scene. When evaluating the Largest Cluster from the stand-alone tool output, the

scene is more accurately classified as “mixed.” GOES-16 identified more pixels as super-cooled water with

slightly higher CTP (lower Z) values assigned to those pixels.

For both vectors the tracking solution itself was robust, but height assignment errors of roughly 130 mb lead to

large slow speed biases.

GOES-17 GOES-16

Cloud Phase Cloud PhaseCloud Type Cloud Type

2. Deep-Dive Case Study Analysis (cont.) 

Case 3: GOES-16 Baseline vs. Enterprise Cloud – Band 14 AMV

GOES-16 AMV vs. RAOB

07/08/2019  00 UTC

This case highlights improvements

made to the Baseline height

assignment algorithm since its

initial development.

The AMV Stand-alone Tool is used

here to process a Ch14 GOES-16

wind vector using the current

Baseline Cloud Algorithm and

comparing it to the same vector

retrieved using the improved

Enterprise Cloud Algorithm.

The region circled in the Caribbean

will be the focus here.

GOES-16 Baseline AMV  vs. Santo Domingo, DR RAOB

BA

Santo Domingo, DR

07/08/2019   23:01 UTC

GOES-16 Baseline AMV
Assigned Height (mb) – 218mb

Level of Best Fit (mb) - 238mb

Speed Bias = -3.48 mps

Vdiff = 3.48 mps

GOES-16 Enterprise AMV
Assigned Height (mb) – 246mb

Level of Best Fit (mb) - 244mb

Speed Bias = 0.11 mps

Vdiff = 0.60 mps

GOES-16 AMV vs. Great Falls, MT RAOBGOES-17 AMV vs. Great Falls, MT RAOB GOES-16 Baseline AMV vs. Santo Domingo, DR RAOB G
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Speed Bias and Vector Difference results from the RAOB match indicate the Enterprise Cloud

algorithm (vector ‘B’) clearly performed better than the Baseline (Vector ‘A’) when assigning the height

for this vector.

GOES-16 Baseline Cloud

Vector ‘A’

GOES-16 Enterprise Cloud

Vector ‘B’ 

Selected output from the AMV Stand-alone processing tool showing largest tracking clusters, CTP field,

CTP histogram, and Cloud Type field. Note the tracking and Cloud Type fields are identical as these

components should be here. The differences between the cloud algorithms lie in the CTP. Also, note that

the Enterprise CTP plots (vector ‘B’) show more indication of multi-level cloud in both the overall scene

and largest cluster.

The dominant Cloud Type is ice with some overlap for both ‘A’ and ‘B’. The Enterprise algorithm did a

superior job identifying the lower heights (in atmosphere; higher P) in this scene, particularly for those

pixels used in the tracking. The height assignment errors were enough to lead to a Baseline slow bias

greater than 3m/s.

• Target scene is on the edge of a dissipating cloud mass typed as ice.

• The current Cloud height algorithm is an Optimal Estimation (1D VAR) approach and the

first guess cloud height is important for clouds like those shown in this target scene.

• Most cirrus are near the Tropopause and the cloud height algorithm’s climatological first

guess overestimated the cloud height (underestimated the cloud pressure).

Why did the Baseline Cloud Height Retrieval perform poorly in this case?

Applying latest version of the Enterprise Cloud Height Algorithm to this case

• For this case the Enterprise version of the cloud height algorithm produces improved cloud top

pressures, as well as better resolving the multi-level cloud structure present. These results are

now consistent with and supported by the Santo Domingo radiosonde observation.

• The Enterprise Algorithm has progressed continuously since the development of the GOES-R

Ground System Baseline Algorithm and now supports many sensors and IR channel

combinations.

• It has implemented a more complex scheme where opaque parts of clouds are processed first

and these values serve as the first guess for thinner cloud regions and edges (which often form

AMV targets).

• The algorithm has also has benefitted from better Radiative Transfer and Microphysical

methods implemented over the last decade.

Largest Tracking Cluster Largest Tracking ClusterCloud Top Pressure Cloud Top Pressure

CTP – Entire Scene

CTP – Largest Cluster

CTP – Entire Scene

CTP – Largest Cluster
CTP – Entire Scene

CTP – Largest Cluster

Largest Tracking Cluster Largest Tracking ClusterCloud Top Pressure Cloud Top Pressure

Cloud Top Pressure Cloud Top PressureLargest Tracking Cluster Largest Tracking Cluster

Cloud Type Cloud Type

Ice, Thick Ice, Mixed, Overlap Ice, Thick Ice, Mixed, Overlap

Ice, Thick Ice, Mixed, Overlap
Ice, Thick Ice, Mixed, Overlap

GOES-16

CTP – Entire Scene

CTP – Largest Cluster
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Motivation

Please Visit Related
Poster: Carr, et. al.

Future Applications with HIMAWARI

GEO-GEO 3D-Wind Retrievals

Stereo methods rely on using imagery where target 
scenes are viewed from different angles to determine 
cloud heights using the parallax displacement  of 
observed features such as clouds.

The stereo capability relies on geometry and does not 
require thermal IR for height assignment making it a 
valuable tool for mitigating the Loop Heat Pipe (LHP) 
anomaly of GOES-17: ABI IR channels that are needed for 
height assignments are not adequately cooled during 
parts of the night, resulting into partial loss of ABI 
imagery.  

Publications
James L. Carr , Dong L. Wu, Robert E. Wolfe , Houria Madani , Guoqing (Gary) Lin  and Bin Tan, Joint 
3D-Wind Retrievals with Stereoscopic Views from MODIS and GOES. Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2100.
Carr, J.L.; Wu, D.L.; Kelly, M.A.; Gong, J. MISR-GOES 3D Winds: Implications for future LEO-GEO and 
LEO-LEO winds. Remote Sens. 2018, 10, 1885.
Madani, H.; Carr, J. L. Stereo Cloud Top Height Products for the GOES-R Era. NOAA Satellite 
Conference 2015. 
Madani, H.; Carr, J. L.; Heidinger, A.; Wanzong, S. Inter-Comparisons between Radiometric and 
Geometric Cloud Top Height Products. American Geophysical Union 2015 

Validation with Ground Heights

We used Visible Band 2 to validate the heights 
retrieved by the Stereo 3D Winds method over clear-
sky ground.  Using the visible band allows us to obtain 
more ground points than we would have obtained 
with IR bands.  Using only ground points from clear 
sky scenes provides an indication of how accurate the 
Stereo 3D winds are by comparing to known terrain 
heights and zero wind speed. 

Validation with Radiosonde Data

MVD and Speed Bias (m/s)MVD and Speed Bias (m/s)

GOES 17 Winds 24/7

Stereo techniques can be applied to several combinations of GEO-GEO and GEO-LEO 
satellites.

The HIMAWARI AHI and GOES ABI Imaging bands 
are almost identical in wavelength and spatial 
resolution.  This enables GEO-GEO stereo winds to 
be extended to areas where there is overlapping 
AHI-ABI coverage as shown in the picture.
This method can be extended to other GEO-GEO 
satellite combinations as well as GEO-LEO 
combinations, shown in a related poster
by Carr, et. al.

This figure shows the heights of winds retrieved for all 24 hours of GOES-17 imagery acquired 
on February 26, 2019 with Band 14.  Heights were retrieved even for the times when the LHP 
effect is at its worst.  The red arrow indicates the times when Operational winds were not 
generated because heights could not be assigned; however, tracers can still be tracked.

Good agreement 
between Stereo 3D 
product and 
radiosonde winds is 
observed as shown 
by the Mean Vector 
Difference (MVD) 
and Speed Bias.
An improvement 
over the baseline 
wind product is also 
observed.

Missing G-17 Operational Winds
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Motivation
• Pollution including high O3 events downwind and PM25 in Urban

Areas during the summer is very complex with emission sources

coupled to convective expansion as well as potential plume

transport.

• Emission Sources can be highly localized as well as dynamically fast

and the dynamics of NO2 may be affected by environmental and

meteorological conditions

• Multiple sensors can be used to explore spatial and temporal

dynamics

 Spatial Dynamics- TROPOMI Satellite Sensor. A new

instrument from the ESA which targets Emission Trace Gases

such as SO2, NO2, CO and O3

 Temporal Dynamics - Pandora: A NASA based Ground

Spectrometer targeting Total Column O3 and NO2

 The new GOES-16 Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) can prove 5’

AOD maps useful to explore interesting temporal dynamics and

possible diurnal behavior of PM25

 Issues with different errors occurring as function of diurnal cycle and

the effects of Quality Flags need to be explored further

 Finally GOES-16 has a downwelling Shortwave Radiation (DSR)

product allowing us to study Radiation effects on O3 events

.

Assessing the utility of new generation satellite sensors 

GOES-ABI and TROPOMI for Tropospheric Pollution studies

101 102 103 104 105 10610-510-410-310-210-1100101102

SNRfractional gas error   OzoneAmmonia

NASA Pandora UV-VIS 

Spectrometer Sensor

101 102 103 104 105 10610-510-410-310-210-1100101102

SNRfractional gas error   OzoneAmmonia

• The Pandora is a highly accurate spectrometer system that 

measures columnar amounts of trace gases O3, NO2, 

CH2O using differential optical absorption spectroscopy 

(DOAS). 

• NO2 spatial concentration measurements have recently 

been dramatically improved with the new ESA TROPOMI 

instrument

• With better spatial resolution and SNR, the polar orbiter  

can provide high resolution plumes over urban centers 

• The spatial extent of these plumes allows us to better 

assess the homogeneity of the NO2 concentration above 

background levels and plume dispersion can be affected by 

background winds 
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• Diurnal AOD from GOES-ABI can be extracted and compared to ground based AERIONET AOD measurements 
including the validation of dynamic cleanout events 

• Preliminary Correlation studies between GOES-AOD ABI and surface PM25 show significant diurnal changes with 
best results occurring during mid day

• Partial explanations include less satellite AOD errors in mid-day with better solar illumination and better mixing of 
aerosols within the PBL layer 

• We have made a preliminary assessment of the impact that O3 formation precursors have on high O3 cases

• GOES-16 ABI can also be used to quantify Downwelling Solar Radiation (DSR) and can be integrated over time

• We have found that the for the ‘NO2” limited case, both NO2 and DSR have strong impacts  although statistical 

significance needs to be improved

• More difficult, the VOC limited case had less statistics and even in this case, the impact of the input factors is not 

as  clear

• Efforts to study the more relevant downwind condition requires we add wind speed and direction to the input 

factors and therefore the relevant data statistics must be dramatically increased

Summary

• Plans are being made to 

upgrade the CCNY 

Pandora  for 

Tropospheric O3 in 

support  for a recent 

NYSERDA / NESCAUM 

supported O3 lidar project  

Potential for GOES ABI

Diurnal Retrievals (Med+HC) 
Around 1600 UTC,  Surface air clean out observed at satellite level

Can affect  the GOES-AOD retrieval since

optical properties can be different

Effect of Quality Flags to get 

Statistical meaningful data

Med+High QC High QC Only

Preliminary 

Diurnal Relation between 

Summer 2018 PM25

And GOES-ABI AOD

Comparisons between VIIRS 

AOD and GOES-ABI AOD

(Med+HC)

VIIRS AOD 

GOES 1 hour aggregate  AOD 

Clear Significant Over-bias in the 

GOES AOD over most land regions

VIIRS flags are more conservative 

Cross-validation between  TROPOMI and GEO-

TASO  on LISTOS Campaign 

Satellite and Ground Based 

tools for Tropospheric  NO2 

Unfortunately, Satellite Overpasses often miss the most dynamic

NO2 concentration events. Important for assessing O3 

Different Regimes of O3 

Production from NOx precursors

• O3 production rates are often separated into 2 regimes. NOx limited

and VOC limited. In the NOx limited case which generally occurs with

enhanced VOC concentrations, the dynamics of the O3 production is

‘linearly’ driven by the background NO2 (NOx) while in the VOC

limited case, the relationship is less dynamic and at some level

weakly anti-correlated with NOx

NOx limited O3 production rates with production rate 

of HOx radicals strongly driven by photodissassociation

VOC limited case with inverse relationship

of Nox to O3 production

• DSR includes 
cloud property 
estimates and  
aerosol factors in 
estimating 
downwelling 
radiation at 5km 
resolution

GOES 16 ABI measurements allow 5 “ 

retrievals that can be time integrated over the 

day to provide downwelling solar radiation 

maps that can then be regionally integreated

to estimate photoassisted reactions 

Time Integrated DSR from

GOES-16 ABI  

• Unfortunately, PANDORA is not operationally able to 
retrieve Formaldehyde

• Satellite Observations from TROPOMI can retrieve 
Formaldehyde but the retrieval is quite noisy

• However for an overall regional estimate, TROPOMI 
can give broad estimates

Effort to see regional VOC (e.g. 

Formaldehyde) using TROPOMI 

satellite observations

Relationship between High O3   > 40 

ppb (2 hr peak average) and input 

factors in  “NO2 limited regime  (31/46 

cases classified high HONO)

NO2 \

Radiati

on

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Q1 0 0 1 1

Q2 0 0 1 2

Q3 1 1 0 2

Q4 1 0 2 3

2

3

4

6

Input factors broken down by quartiles 

2 1 4 8



Background

Flash Area and Flash Energy During Dorian’s Rapid Weakening

• Increased lightning in tropical cyclones (TCs) is typically associated with intensification (e.g. Molinari et al. 1999; 
Stevenson et al. 2014), but significant lightning outbreaks are also observed in weakening storms (Xu et al. 2017).

• The total number of lightning flashes in a TC is not always a reliable indicator of TC intensity evolution.
• Issues with the range and detection efficiency of ground-based networks, particularly for intracloud lightning.
• Physical processes such as vertical wind shear can intensify asymmetric convection while also weakening the TC.

• The commissioning of the Geostationary Lightning Mapper (GLM) aboard GOES-16 and GOES-17 marked, for the 
first time, the presence of an operational lightning detector in geostationary orbit.
• In addition to flash density (the number of flashes per unit area per unit time), GLM also provides continuous 

observations of flash area and total optical energy.

Objectives

Flash Area and Flash Energy During Dorian’s Rapid Intensification

1. Hurricane Dorian’s inner core during rapid intensification was characterized by smaller flash extent density but 
larger average flash area and larger total optical energy.

2. Hurricane Dorian’s inner core during rapid weakening had many more flashes but of smaller average flash area and 
smaller total optical energy.

a) Potentially associated with enhanced localized ascent forced by mesovortices at the eye-eyewall interface, which 
also corresponds to barotropic breakdown of the eyewall and weakening of the TC-scale circulation.

3. Outward-propagating regions of lightning flashes in Hurricane Dorian are consistent with the tropical cyclone 
diurnal pulse (Dunion et al. 2014; Ditchek et al. 2019).

• Ditchek, S.D., K.L. Corbosiero, R.G. Fovell, and J. Molinari, 2019b: Electrically Active 
Tropical Cyclone Diurnal Pulses in the Atlantic Basin. Mon. Wea. Rev., 147, 3595–3607.

• Dunion, J.P., C.D. Thorncroft, and C.S. Velden, 2014: The tropical cyclone diurnal cycle of 
mature hurricanes. Mon. Wea. Rev., 142, 3900–3919.

• Molinari, J., P. Moore, and V. Idone, 1999: Convective structure of hurricanes as revealed 
by Lightning locations. Mon. Wea. Rev., 127, 520-534.

• Stevenson, S. N., K. L. Corbosiero, and J. Molinari, 2014: The convective evolution and 
rapid intensification of Hurricane Earl (2010). Mon. Wea. Rev., 142, 4364–4380.

• Xu, W., S. A. Rutledge, and W. Zhang, 2017: Relationships between total lightning, deep 
convection, and tropical cyclone intensity change. J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 122, 7047-
7063.

Using GLM Flash Density, Flash Area, and Flash Energy to Diagnose Tropical Cyclone
Structure and Intensification

Patrick Duran1,2, Christopher J. Schultz1,2, Roger Allen2,3, Eric Bruning4, Stephanie N. Stevenson5, and David Pequeen4

1NASA Marshall Space Flight Center; 2NASA Short-Term Prediction Research and Transition Center ; 3Jacobs Space Exploration Group; 4Texas Tech University; 5NOAA NWS National Hurricane Center

The Tropical Cyclone Diurnal Cycle as Observed by GLM

Summary References

Fig. 1. GOES-16 GLM flash counts in 30-minute time
periods (left axis) within 100, 200, and 300 km of
Hurricane Dorian’s (2019) storm center. The black line indicates the maximum wind speed (kt; right axis). The four time
periods analyzed here are denoted by the blue boxes DC1, DC2 and the red boxes RI and RW, described above. 

• Characterize three aspects of the evolution of Hurricane Dorian (2019) using GLM:
1. Hurricane Dorian’s rapid intensification leading up to its peak intensity.
2. Hurricane Dorian’s weakening as it approached the Bahamas.
3. The diurnal cycle of Hurricane Dorian.

• The periods that will be analyzed here include:

• Diurnal Cycles 1 and 2 (DC1 and DC2).
• 30 Aug. and 31 Aug.

• Rapid intensification (RI).
• 06 UTC 31 Aug. -- 12 UTC 01 Sep.

• Max intensity and rapid weakening (RW).
• 12 UTC 01 Sep. – 18 UTC 02 Sep.

Fig. 2. Joint distributions of average flash area with total optical 
energy and flash extent density over a large (top row) 500-km-
square domain and (bottom row) smaller 200-km x 400-km 
domain centered on Hurricane Dorian during the first 18 hours 
of the period denoted “RI” in Fig. 1. Bottom red lines denote the 
squared GLM group-to-flash clustering distance (16.52 km2) and 
top red lines at 1000 km2 are included for reference.

Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for the 
first 18 hours of the period 
denoted “RW” in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. GOES-16 ABI Channel 2 visible imagery of Hurricane Dorian with GLM flash locations 
(red marks) aggregated over two-minute periods centered on the time of the ABI image. 
Orange arrows denote the location of a mesovortex orbiting near the eye-eyewall interface.

Fig. 5. GOES-16 ABI Channel 13 brightness temperature 
differences computed over a six-hour period. Red shading 
denotes warming temperatures over the 6-hour period and 
blue shading indicates cooling temperatures.

DC1 DC2

Fig. 6. Radius-time diagrams of GOES-16 GLM flash counts 
summed over 10-minute intervals in Hurricane Dorian for 
the periods indicated by “DC1” and “DC2” in Fig. 1. Black 
arrows denote an outward propagating region of lightning.

This work was directly supported by Dr. Tsengdar Lee of NASA’s Research and Analysis Program, Weather Focus Area, as part of the Short-term Prediction Research and Transition (SPoRT) Center at 
Marshall Space Flight Center. Work at TTU was supported by GOES-R Cal/Val award to TTU under NASA grant 80NSSC19K1576 and NOAA’s JTTI program via CICS-MD award NA14NEWS4320003 / 

66892-Z7813012. Figure 4 was created by Frank LaFontaine, Fig. 5 by Erika Duran, and Fig. 6 by Matt Smith, all of NASA SPoRT.
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Future Work

• More flashes in both inner core and outer radii than during rapid intensification.
• 44,021 of the 109,699 flashes (40%) occurred within the smaller domain.

• A much smaller percentage of flashes within the storm were in the inner core, 
compared to the RI period.

• Considerable difference between joint distributions for the larger domain (top row) and 
inner-core domain (bottom row).

• Little distinction between joint distributions for the larger 
domain (top row) and inner-core domain (bottom row).
• No discernible difference in total optical energy or 

average flash area between inner core and outer radii.
• 18,140 of the 21,351 flashes (85%) occurred within the 

smaller domain.
• A large percentage of flashes within the storm were in 

the inner core.

• Average flash area distribution for 
inner-core flashes is more spread 
out and has many more small 
flashes than during RI period.

• Total optical energy distribution 
maximizes at lower values for 
both the 500-km and 200-km 
domains, and the inner-core 
energy distribution maximizes at 
much smaller values than during 
RI period.

Lightning flashes orbit around the eye and appear to be associated with 
mesovortices at the eye-eyewall interface.

• Hurricane Dorian exhibited a classic “diurnal 
pulse” of cold cloud tops (Dunion et al. 2014).

• On both 30 and 31 August, a wave-like pulse 
propagated outward from the inner core, with 
cooling infrared brightness temperatures on the 
leading edge and warming infrared brightness
temperatures behind (Fig. 5).

• Diurnal pulses in IR brightness temperature 
corresponded to outward propagating regions 
of lightning observed by GLM (Fig. 6).

• DC1 had more lightning at all radii, but outward 
propagation is evident in both DC1 and DC2.

• Lightning begins in the inner core overnight, 
but also extended to far outer radii during DC1.

• Lightning rapidly ceases at each radius as the 
pulse passes by.

• Next step: Investigate evolution of flash area 
and flash energy throughout diurnal cycle.

1. Characterize GLM flash area and flash energy during intensification and weakening in a large number of TCs.
2. Investigate the relationship between eyewall mesovortices and lightning, and the potential to use flash area 

and flash energy statistics to anticipate TC intensification or weakening.
3. Analyze how flash area and flash energy change across the TC diurnal pulse.

RI) (RW)



2. Atmospheric Covariance Structure Variability

1. Background

Preliminary Development and Assessment of the NOAA Microwave 
Integrated Retrieval System for Tropical Cyclones (MiRS‐TC): A Passive 
Satellite Microwave Retrieval Algorithm Optimized for Tropical Cyclones

Christopher Grassotti1, Shuyan Liu2, Yong‐Keun Lee1, and Quanhua Liu3
1.University of Maryland, Cooperative Institute for Satellite Earth System Studies and NOAA/NESDIS/STAR (christopher.grassotti@noaa.gov) 2. Colorado State University/CIRA and NOAA/NESDIS/STAR 3. NOAA/NESDIS/STAR 

6. Summary
An experimental version of MiRS optimized for tropical cyclone conditions (MiRS-TC) is under
development. Features of the current version of MiRS-TC include:
• Flexible number of attempts with retrievals performed sequentially. Each stage is designed to handle specific 
atmospheric conditions with different retrieved variables in each attempt.
• Radiometric channels are selected in each attempt to optimize retrieval of the parameters in question.
• An a priori background mean water vapor profile derived from COSMIC soundings in TC conditions.
• Initial validation results show that both MiRS-TC temperature and water vapor retrievals are significantly 
improved relative to the operational MiRS.
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5.  Retrieval Error Statistics for Hurricane Dorian

4. Retrieved Rain Rate and  Vertical Cross‐Sections

Future Work:
• Development and testing of new mean temperature and water vapor background and covariances specific to TC
conditions. A larger number of TCs and ocean basins will be sampled.
• Extend validation activities to include dropsonde data.
• Collaboration with CIRA to assess the impact of the MiRS-TC retrievals on the TC intensity estimates from HISA.
Access to MiRS data and software: (1) MiRS website at https://star.nesdis.noaa.gov/mirs, (2) NOAA
CLASS archive at www.class.noaa.gov, (3) CSPP_MIRS_2.3 at cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/cspp

Figure 5. MiRS NPP and NOAA-20/ATMS retrieval error statistics (with respect
to ECMWF analyses) for the case of Hurricane Dorian for rainy scenes only that
were within 100 km of the hurricane center. Two experiments are shown:
operational MiRS (oper, black), and MiRS-TC (multi_02, red). Statistics shown
are averaged temperature error bias and standard deviation (K, top row),
averaged water vapor bias and standard deviation (g/kg, middle row), and
averaged water vapor bias and standard deviation (%, bottom row). Results are
based on the period 29 August – 4 September 2019.

MiRS (Microwave Integrated Retrieval System) is a One-Dimensional Variational inversion scheme (1DVAR) (Boukabara et
al. 2013) that employs the Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM) as the forward and adjoint operators. It
simultaneously solves for surface (Tskin, emissivity), and atmospheric parameters (temperature, water vapor, non-
precipitating cloud and hydrometeor profiles). MiRS is currently being run operationally at NOAA for Suomi-NPP/ATMS,
POES N18/N19, Metop-A, Metop-B, DMSP-F17/F18, Megha-Tropiques/SAPHIR, and GPM/GMI. In June 2018, an updated
version (v11.3) was delivered to NOAA operations, extending processing capability to NOAA-20/ATMS measurements. This
has subsequently been updated to v11.4 in operations in July 2019. Processing of Metop-C non-operationally in NOAA/STAR
has been underway since shortly after launch in November 2018, and operational implementation is expected in 2020. The
algorithm which is based on a one-dimensional variational approach uses the CRTM forward model to simulate radiances
and to determine the atmospheric state which best fits the observed radiometric measurements, subject to other a priori
constraints. To reach the iterative solution, the algorithm seeks to minimize a cost function which in effect balances a fit of
the simulated to observed radiances with the departure of the solution from an a priori climatology. Figure 1 summarizes
the MiRS processing components. The core 1DVAR retrieval consists of vertical profiles of atmospheric temperature, water
vapor, non-precipitating clouds, precipitation size rain and ice particles, surface skin temperature and surface emissivity.
Further post-processing is used to estimate, where appropriate, surface rain rate (Liu et al. 2017, Iturbide-Sanchez et al.
2011), snowfall rate, sea ice concentration and ice age, as well as snow water equivalent and snow grain size.
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Figure 1. MiRS core retrieval and post-processing (VIPP) components. Core products are retrieved 
simultaneously as part of the state vector.   VIPP products are derived through vertical integration 
(hydrometeors), catalogs (SIC, SWE), or fast regressions (Rain Rate). Hydrometeor retrieval products 
are indicated in yellow: Rain Rate, Graupel Water Path, Rain Water Path and Cloud Liquid Water.

Abstract
Tropical Cyclones (TCs) represent a significant threat to human life and property relating to multiple hazards including high
winds, heavy rainfall, and storm surge fooding. TCs occur in multiple ocean basins including the western Atlantic, eastern
and western Pacific, and Indian Oceans. TC formation and intensification occurs over oceans, and can often take place in
remote regions making frequent direct in situ observations by instrumented aircraft more challenging. Satellite
observations, particularly from cloud-penetrating microwave measurements, can provide a critical component of the global
observing system and can supplement traditional observations. In fact, NOAA operational algorithms in place (e.g. HISA,
Hurricane Intensity and Structure Algorithm (Chirokova et al., 2018)) utilize microwave retrievals of the temperature and
moisture structure from the operational MiRS algorithm to estimate current cyclone intensity.

We present recent work with the operational NOAA Microwave Integrated Retrieval System (MiRS) the goal of which is to
develop a version that is optimized for performance in TC environmental conditions (MiRS-TC). The work is motivated by
the fact that in the current operational version of MiRS several key components of the retrieval system are designed to
optimize retrieval accuracy and precision in a globally-averaged sense, not for the unique conditions present in the vicinity
of TCs. For example, a priori constraints on the temperature and water vapor profiles in terms of means and covariances,
EOF basis functions for temperature and water vapor, and channel selection are all based on global data and validation
results. Here we will present results based on a set of TC case studies in the Atlantics Basin (i.e. Hurricanes Florence in
2018, and Dorian in 2019) showing that, by adjusting the various critical components of the retrieval system, a TC-specific
version of MiRS can produce retrievals that are consistently more accurate than the baseline operational global version. In
particular, we examine the ability to retrieve the temperature warm core anomaly structure and its horizontal and vertical
dependence, which is known to be a strong indicator of TC intensity.

Figure 2. Examples of atmospheric temperature (top row), and water vapor
(bottom row) covariances based on different temporal and spatial sampling of
ECMWF operational analyses. From left to right: Global is used operationally in
MiRS and is based on the ECMWF60 data set, a global set of atmospheric profiles
sampled from a wide range of climate conditions and seasons. The remaining
statistics were obtained from time periods corresponding to Hurricanes Dorian
(2019-08-25 to 2019-09-10), Florence (2018-08-31 to 2018-09-17) and Michael
(2018-10-07 to 2018-10-20). TropNAtlantic is for the region defined by 0 to 35
degrees N latitude and 80 to 50 degrees W longitude. TC Grid 7.5 and TC Grid 25
were based on sampling of grids within ±7.5 and ±25 degrees latitude/longitude,
respectively, of the corresponding TC center location. Layer indices 1 and 100
correspond to the top and bottom atmospheric layers, respectively.

Changing the sampling of the model atmosphere results
in significant differences in the corresponding
atmospheric covariances, both in structure and
magnitude. As expected, the more restrictive the
sampling is in space and time, the smaller are the
resulting covariances. It is logical to assume that an a
priori covariance structure more consistent with tropical
or TC conditions may result in better retrievals since the
variational retrieval has significant dependence on the a
priori constraints. And since the domain of application of
a TC-specific retrieval algorithm would be more limited,
smaller covariances would likely restrict the retrieval
solutions to those consistent with TCs, assuming the
background mean variables are also corrrectly specified.

3. MiRS‐TC Development

JPSS GOESS Proving Ground/Risk Reduction Summit‐ College Park, MD ‐ 24 – 28 February, 2020

Global  TropNAtlRegion TC Grid 7.5 TC Grid 25

Retrieval Configurations to Date
OPER (operational configuration) Multi_02 (TC configuration)

Number of  Retrieval
Attempts

Two “Attempts”: 1st attempt assumes no 
hydrometor scattering and stops with retrieved 
atmospheric and surface parameters if 
convergence criteria met. Otherwise 2nd
attempt assumes hydrometeor scattering (~5% 
of cases globally) and retrieves all atmospheric 
and surface parameters with relaxed radiance 
fitting criteria in most channels.

Flexible number of “Attempts”: In practice, 3 
attempts. 1st attempt assumes no hydrometor
scattering and stops with retrieved atmospheric 
and surface parameters if convergence criteria 
met. Otherwise 2nd attempt retrieves T, WV and 
hydrometeor profiles, but high frequency 
channels (ATMS 16‐22) are turned off, allowing 
less interference of hydrometeors in the T and 
WV profiles. 3rd Attempt turns on high 
frequency channels in order to obtain more 
accurate hydrometeors, but fixes the T and WV 
profiles to the 2nd attempt values.

Channel Selection All ATMS channels used in both attempts. Channel selection dependent on attempt 
number. Channels selected to optimize retrieval 
parameters of interest in each attempt.

Simultaneous or Sequential 
Retrieval

Simultaneous retrieval: all atmospheric and 
surface parameters retrieved at same time.

Sequential retrieval: selected atmospheric and 
surface parameters are targeted in 2nd and 3rd
attempts. T and WV in 2nd attempt are held fixed 
in the 3rd attempt in which the final rain rates 
are retrieved.

A priori background T and 
WV Profile

First Guess/Background T and WV from 
“dynamic climatology” which varies with 
lat/lon, and time.

First Guess/Background T from “dynamic 
climatology” which varies with lat/lon, and time. 
WV profile from a TC‐specific climatology 
derived from COSMIC data. WV climatology 
varies with radial distance from TC center 
location.

A priori background T and 
WV Covariances and EOF 
Basis Functions

• Background covariances: single matrix 
derived from analysis of global profiles of T 
and WV from multiple seasons and weather 
regimes. Stratified by surface type.

• EOF basis functions: derived from the global 
covariances above.

• Background covariances: single matrix 
derived from analysis of global profiles of T 
and WV from multiple seasons and weather 
regimes. Stratified by surface type.

• EOF basis functions: derived from the global 
covariances above. Number of EOFs adjusted.

Development of a version of MiRS adapted to the TC environment (MiRS-TC) has focused on a number of
components of the retrieval algorithm: (1) the retrieval methodology itself (i.e. 2-attempt vs. a multi-
attempt framework, (2) simultaneous vs. sequential retrievals, (3) channel selection, (4) vertical basis
functions (Empirical Orthogonal Functions, EOFs) used to represent the temperature and water vapor
profiles, and (5) specification of the a priori background mean and covariance for temperature and water
vapor used as constraints in the 1DVAR retrieval. Retrieval experiments have been conducted on a number
of TCs occurring in the Atlantic Basin: Dorian (2019), Florence (2018), Harvey (2017), Matthew (2016),
Joaquin (2015), and Edouard (2014). The table below summarizes the two configurations that have been
used for our most recent tests: operational (OPER) and multi-attempt (multi_02). Text highlighted in red
indicates features that were changed with respect to the operational version of MiRS.

Figure 3. MiRS NPP/ATMS retrieved rain
rate and temperature anomaly cross-
sections for the case of Hurricane Florence
on 12 September 2018. Cross-sections
show that the MiRS-TC (multi_02) version
has a more accurate depiction of the
hurricane temperature structure when
compared with the ECMWF analysis.

Dorian: 2019-09-01

Florence: 2018-09-12

OPER Multi_02ECMWF

OPER Multi_02ECMWF

Temperature Error Bias and Standard Deviation (K)

Water Vapor Error Bias and Standard Deviation (g/kg)

Water Vapor Error Bias and Standard Deviation (%)

NPP N20 NPP N20

NPP N20 NPP N20

NPP N20 NPP N20

The results shown clearly demonstrate that
the experimental MiRS-TC significantly
reduces the retrieval bias and error
standard deviation in the mid to lower
troposphere when compared with the
operational version of MiRS. Both
temperature and water vapor retrievals are
improved in MiRS-TC.

Figure 4. MiRS NOAA-20/ATMS retrieved
rain rate and temperature anomaly cross-
sections for the case of Hurricane Dorian
on 1 September 2019. Cross-sections
show that the MiRS-TC (multi_02) version
has a more accurate depiction of the
hurricane temperature structure when
compared with the ECMWF analysis

Vertical Cross‐section

Vertical Cross‐section



Operational Tropical Cyclone Satellite Products Available from NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO
Liqun Ma*, Michael Turk*, M. DeMaria+, J. Knaff+, A. Schumacher +, C. Velden#, T. Olander#, E. Ebert^, S. Kidder+, B. Kuligowski+

(*NOAA/NESDIS/OSPO, +NOAA/NESDIS/STAR,  #CIMSS, ^CAWCR)  

Contact:  liqun.ma@noaa.gov    Website:  http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/TROP/

The NOAA National Environmental Satellite and Data Information Service (NESDIS) Office of Satellite Processing and Operations (OSPO) 

is distributing and developing numerous satellite products for use by the tropical forecasting community. This poster presentation provides a 

snapshot of the products, including basic requirements and environmental parameters for utilization in  tropical cyclone applications.  

MTCSWA (Multi-Platform Surface Wind Analysis)

5km, 6 hour objective guidance of 34-, 50-, and 64-kt winds for tropical 

cyclone analysis and forecasting .

Data Source:  GOES15/16, Himawari, Meteosat, N18/19, Metop-A/B

Formats:  ASCII, PNG,ATCF

Pre-Operational: SNPP,NOAA20,Goes17

Operational Products

Imagery by Sector and Storm Floater  

8km, 30/60 minute tropical sectors and 1-5km, 30 minute storm image 

floaters.  

Data Source:  GOES & MTSAT VIS/IR/WV

Formats:  JPG

TCFP (Tropical Cyclone Formation Probability)

5°x5°, 6 hour objective probability estimates of the tropical cyclone 

formation within the next 48 hours.

Data source:  GOES15/16, METEOSAT& HAMAWARI WV

Formats:  PNG, ASCII

Pre-Operational: GOES17

ADT (Advanced Dvorak Technique)

4km, 30 minute automated storm classifier  used as an independent, 

objectively derived data source in the generation of the consensus 

(best) estimate of tropical storm intensity and location.

Data source:  GOES15/16, Himawari-8, METEOSAT, GCOM, GPM, 

SSMI/SSMIS

Formats:  ASCII, PNG

Pre-Operational:  ADTv9.0/GOES17

eTRaP (Ensemical Rainfall Potential)

8km, 6 and 24 hour QPF rain rates and POPs

Data source:  NOAA-18/19(AMSU), Metop-A/B(AMSU),

SNPP/NOAA20(ATMS), GPM/GMI, GCOM/AMSR,

SSMI/SSMIS, GHE

Formats:  McIDASble Trop, ASCII, GIF

SAB Intensities and Positions

Subjective intensity and position estimates are issued for all global TDs 

and TCs.  Text Bulletins are issued for the Eastern and Southern 

Hemispheres (West Pacific, South Pacific, South Atlantic, North & South 

Indian Oceans).

DATE/TIME       LAT       LON   CLASSIFICATION       STORM

16/1145 UTC   19.8N     92.3W       T4.5/4.5         KARL -- Atlantic  

16/1145 UTC   20.9N     56.9W       T6.0/6.0         IGOR -- Atlantic  

16/1145 UTC   21.8N     37.6W       T4.0/4.0         JULIA -- Atlantic  

16/0832 UTC   21.5N    128.0E       T3.5/3.5         FANAPI -- West Pacific  

16/0615 UTC   19.3N     91.2W       T3.5/3.5         KARL -- Atlantic

TXPN27 KNES 160911

SIMWIR

A. 12W (FANAPI)

B. B.  16/0832Z

C. D.  128.0E

D. 21.5N

E.  THREE/MTSAT

F.  T3.5/3.5/D1.0/24HRS

G.  IR/EIR/VIS/AMSU

H.  REMARKS...FT BASED ON MET.  DT IS 3.O WITH 7 TENTHS 

BANDING BUT PT

IS 4.O.

I.  ADDL POSITIONS

16/0442Z 21.4N 127.8E AMSU

Microwave Sounder-based Tropical Cyclone Products

Provide estimates of tropical cyclone maximum wind speed, minimum 

sea level pressure, radii of 34, 50, and 64 knot winds in 4 quadrants 

relative to the storm center, and balanced horizontal winds from 1000 to 

200 mb within 600 km of the storm center

Data source:  NOAA-18/19(AMSU),Metop-A/B(AMSU), SNPP(ATMS)

Formats:  NetCDF, ATCF

Pre-Operational: NOAA20
SNPP/ATMS NOAA-19/AMSUNOAA-18/AMSUMetop-A/AMSUMetop-B/AMSU

=====  ADT-Version 8.2.1 =====

----Intensity--- -Tno Values-- ---Tno/CI Rules--- -Temperature-

Time         MSLP/Vmax Fnl Adj Ini Cnstrnt Wkng Rpd Cntr Mean   Scene  EstRMW MW   Storm Location  Fix

2019FEB26 143000  6.0  948.2 115.0  5.3 5.3 4.4  0.7T/6hr   ON  FLG  -50.48 -63.15  UNIFRM   N/A   72.8   16.34 -139.99  SPRL   

2019FEB26 140000  6.0  948.1 115.0  5.3 5.3 4.4  0.7T/6hr   ON  FLG  -47.24 -60.72  UNIFRM   N/A   72.8   16.52 -140.13  SPRL   

2019FEB26 133000  6.0  948.6 115.0  5.3 5.3 4.7  0.7T/6hr   ON  FLG  -72.38 -72.38  UNIFRM   N/A   72.8   15.46 -139.54  SPRL   

2019FEB26 130000  6.0  948.6 115.0  5.4 5.3 4.7  0.7T/6hr   ON  FLG  -72.27 -72.33  UNIFRM   N/A   72.8   15.45 -139.55  SPRL 
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Validating and Improving GOES-16/-17 Operational Aerosol Optical Depth Product
Mi Zhou (Mi.Zhou@noaa.gov)1, Istvan Laszlo2, Hongqing Liu1

1 I.M. Systems Group, Inc.   2 NOAA/NESDIS/STAR

 AOD products starting 07/25/2018 for GOES-16 and 01/01/2019 for GOES-17 are 
recommended to be used in studies. The high quality retrievals can be used for 
quantitative analysis; lower quality retrievals may be used for qualitative applications. 

 Evaluated with AERONET, overall bias is ~ 0.01/0.02 and standard deviation ~ 0.07/0.04 
over land/water for GOES-16/-17 high quality AODs. 

 Accounting for angular effects in surface reflection can improves GOES-16 AOD diurnal 
variation.

 Overall statistics and diurnal variation can be improved with the updated land spectral 
surface relationship for GOES-17 AOD (in working).

The aerosol optical depth (AOD) product from the Advanced Baseline Imager have been 
made available to the public starting 07/25/2018 for GOES-16 and 01/01/2019 for GOES-
17. The evaluation with near real-time AERONET measurements indicates good 
agreement in terms of mean bias and standard deviation. 

The high temporal resolution of geostationary satellite observations provides an 
opportunity to characterize the aerosol diurnal cycle. The spectral land surface 
relationship plays an important role in the accuracy of retrieved AOD, and thus the 
accuracy of diurnal cycle. We show how better accounting for angular effects in the 
surface reflection improves retrieval of AOD at different times of the day, which is crucial 
for monitoring evolution of pollution (smoke and dust) events. 

1. Introduction

ABI AOD Product
Nominal Spatial 
Resolution 2 km

Domains
CONUS: 5 mins
Full Disk: 15 mins (M3); 10 mins (M6)

AOD at 550-nm Range [-0.05, 5]

Quality flag
0=high; 1=medium; 2=low; 3=not 
produced

Meta data

Mean, max, min and standard deviation 
of 550-nm AOD (and in 10-degree 
latitude zones) over land/water

Access
NOAA CLASS 
(https://www.class.noaa.gov)

Improved Diurnal Cycle and Angular Dependence over Land

2. Algorithm and Product Overview

Diurnal Variation at Individual Sites During Aerosol Events 

Detailed Quality Flag Example
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Over Land

Over Water

Date

Local Time (hhmm)

 High QC GOES-16/ABI vs. Version 3 Level 1.5 near real-
time AERONET AOD for 07/25/2018 – 12/31/2019;  

 ± 30 min time window, and a circle of 27.5 km in radius 
for spatial domain, require ~20% /10% over land/water 
ABI data points for a valid match-up; 

 Majority AODs are around 1:1 line.

 STD over land is about twice as large as that over water.

 A small mean positive bias over land and over water.

 Updated land surface 
relationship improves 
GOES-16 AOD diurnal 
cycle and angular 
dependence;

 Relatively large error in 
bins with small number 
of matchups.

 For the diurnal cycle, 
SZA ≤ 70°

AERONET AOD
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Disclaimer: The views, opinions, and findings contained in this work are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as an official NOAA or US Government position, policy, or decision. 

Scattering Angle (°)Relative Azimuth Angle (°)

5. Summary

High quality retrievals are 
recommended for 
quantitative applications; 
however, lower quality 
retrievals can be 
considered for qualitative 
use due to their greater 
spatial coverage.
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4. Updated Spectral Land Surface Relationship

East US

West US

 Diurnal cycles examined at individual sites with the largest number of ABI-
AERONET matchups for several months have similar performance as shown above; 

 With the update, diurnal variation of G16 AOD is generally improved, and better 
tracks the change in AERONET AOD during high AOD events;

 Despite the good agreement in overall diurnal cycle, improving the AOD diurnal 
cycle at individual sites with a general surface relationship remains challenging. 
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South America
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3. Validation with AERONET 

08/21/2019 
17:00UTC

High QualityLow+Medium+High Quality

 Based on MODIS Dark-target and 
NOAA VIIRS heritages;

 Pixel level AOD is the best fit 
from multispectral, single-look, 
unpolarized reflectances;

 Separate scheme over land and 
water;

 Selects AOD and aerosol model 
simultaneously;

 No retrieval over bright surface.

Over water: 
surface reflectance analytically calculated
retrieval over ocean and inland  water
4 fine-mode and 5 coarse-mode candidate aerosol models

Over land: 
surface reflectance estimated from preset spectral relationships
retrieval only over dark land surface
4 candidate aerosol models: dust, smoke, urban and generic

Current Spectral Land Surface Relationship

Full Disk AOD Image Example

High Quality ABI AOD Validation

)/()( 64.086.064.086.0  NDVI
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